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Census completion vital to University, city funding
BY LISA WHEAT
STAff WRITER

We've all been there.
: John Student opens his mailbox and finds a
white envelope demanding his attention.
' Could it be a money from Mom and Dad?
(Fat chance.)
John Student squeezes his arm into the box
with great curiosity. But the white envelope
isn't all he hoped it to be.
Deflated, he reads the United States Census
Bureau return addre~s and realizes the anticlimax of his anticipation. He is tempted to
make a three-point shot into the garbage
without even opening the white envelope.

But the Census Bureau reported students
should think twice before putting the 2000
census into the "junk mail" pile.
Students w ill benefit in the long run by filling out the q uestionnaire and being counted
in their community, Hopkinsville Census
Office Manager Janis CulweU said.
"If you subtract the student population
from the total population, you would have
fewer roads, more pot-holes and the water
system would not have the capacity to sus·
tain the student population, in addition to the
permanen t residents," she said.
Nearly $2 billion in federal funds are distributed based on data gathered by the U.S.

Census Bureau, Culwell said. That data
includes household occupations, income,
ancestry and veteran status. All answers will
remain confidential.
The census is sent to all United States
households every 10 years and the results
determine which communities need federal
funding and in what areas the money is
required.
"It (the census) will definitely have an
impact," Kentucky State Representative
Buddy Buckingham(D·Murray) said. "There
are many programs that are based on the
population of certain districts and counties."
Murray State Vice President of Student

Affairs Don Robertson said the number of
Murray residents who retUrn the questionnaire reflects the amount of money the city is
granted, and those funds could trickle down
to the University.
"It is critical that the students fill out the
census because it has implications for funding for the community," Robertson said.
The data help government officials make
decisions about education, health care,
employment, housing, tran..c;portation and the
environment. Buckingham said it's also
important to identify certain populations,
such as migrant workers.

,

For more

Information
The U.S.
Census Burea u
can be reached
on the Internet
at census.gov
and by phone
at (301) 4574100.

Please 8ee CENSUS/16

Long-awaited
appeals finally
ready for viewing
BY JASON YATES
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Vince Carter, sophomore from Paducah, watches his dollars roll past his very eyes at the SuperAmerica located at Five Points. Wltb gas
prices sky rocketing, many people are decreasing their amount of driving.

No relief in sight
Gas price escalation stuck in high gear
t's no secret customers are counting their
change at gas pumps across America. Even
in Murray, where prices are lower than the
$1.42 national average for a gallon of regular gas,
drivers are thinking twice about filling up.
"They pay more attention to the pennies
because it (gas) is getting so high," Conoco
owner Tina Cunningham said. "It used to be that
a penny or two didn't have that much of an
effect."
Cunningham, whose only station is Conoco,
said it's difficult for her to compete with national
chains, such as Murphy Oil Company. Conoco's
cost per gaJJon was $1.32 Monday, compared to
$1.29 at Murphy's .
On Monday, Super America on Coldwater

I

Road offered the lowest gas price in town, at
$1.27 per gallon. Prices reached $1.45 at the free
full service station, Lovett's BP on Fourth Street.
In Paducah Monday, Citgo customers paid
$1.38 per gallon, and those who filled up at BP
paid $1.35. South of Murray in Hazel, gas was
$1.34 at Chek Mart.
These prices include Kentucky's gas tax of 16.4
cents per gallon. The national average is 23.3
cents.
Belcher Oil Company owner Brad Belcher said
the escalating prices can be traced partly to a
decision by the Organization of Petroleum
Export Companies last March. OPEC is com·
prised of 11 countries that control about 75 perPlea~~e see GAS/16
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$1.279
Su perAmerica
Coldwater Road

$1.299
$1 • 299
$1.299
$1.299

Sav-A-Ton
u.s. 121
Coastal
U.S. 641 South
Murp hy O il
U.S. 641 North

Victor's Mart

u.s. 121

Prices as of Feb. 28

Story btJ Lisa Wheat • Photo by Jeremy Edwards

After nearly a half semester of miscommunication and problems between
Public Safety and the Student Government Association Judicial Board, stu·
dents wiJl finally see the results of their
parking ticket appeals today.
Judicial Board Chair Ryan Harrison
said he did not receive an operational
disk file from Public Safety until Feb.
23. He said the disk contains information vital to processing the appeals,
such as appellants' names, social secu·
rity numbers and ticket numbers.
Harrison said Interim Public Safety
Director Mittie Southerland gave him a
disk during the early portion of February.
"When I got to the Judicial Board
hearing, there was nothing on the
disk," Harrison said. "I asked for
another disk several times later and
received nothing."
Harrison said it was not until he personally con tacted Southerland again
that he obtained an operational disk.
Even then, the disk was missing the
results from the Feb. 17 hearing. The
Judicial Board did not gather these files
until Feb. 23.
Southerland said she is sorry for the
confusion, but she does not feel her
staff should shoulder the bulk of the
blame.
"We got them the disk as soon as I
was aware of the problem," Southerland said. "We did not have any control
of the original disk not working."
One reason Harrison said he believes
the problems occurred was a lack of
cooperation from the Public Safety
staff. He said once the board made
Southerland aware of what was going
on, they resolved everything quickly.
Southerland said Harrison did not
mention to her about a lack of coopera-

THE RESULTS
OF THE 242
TICKET APPEALS
STUDENTS,
FACU LTY AND
STAFF FILED SO
FAR THIS
SEMESTER ARE
FINALLY READY
FOR POSTING.
As OF TODAY,
RESULTS ARE
AVAILABLE ON
THE STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION'S
WEB SITE AT
WWW.MSU
SGA.COM

Please 8ee APPEALS/16

Legislative wrangling leads to budget proposal from Alexander
A PROPOSED

BY MORGAN HARDY

BUDGET
FOR THE
NEXT TWO
YEARS FOR
KENTUCKY
PUBLIC
COLLEGES
HAS COME
UNDER FIRE.

ASSISTANT

NEWS EDITOR

Legislators and educators are
fighting a vicious battle in the General Assembly, and the outcome is far
from certain.
University President Kern Alexander spent most of this week in Frankfort lobbying for his counter proposal to Council of Postsecondary Education President Gordon Davies' recommended budget for the 2000-02

PAGE 3

biennium. Davies' budget includes a
base increase of 2.4 percent in both
years, an increase deemed inadequate by some university presidents
and state congressmen.
Sen. Joey Pendleton, D-Hopkinsville, is one of the legislators disgruntled with the Council's plan.
Pendleton also sits on the Senate
Appropriations and Revenue Com·
mittee, the first committee to hear
the plan.
"rt's crippling our other regionnl

PAGE 5

The Murray City Council
fielded questions from
students at Wednesday's
SGA meeting.
Fraternit
Council.

universities," Pendleton said. "He is
wanting them to sit on their knees
and beg for (the funding)."
Pendleton was also displeased
with Davies' willingness to accept
compromise on the budget.
"This has been controversial since
Gordon Davies first started working
on the budget a year ago," Pendleton
said . "He refuses to answer a lot of
the correspondence from the presidents. He's not been favorable to
accepting any suggestions from the

PAGE 7
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The Council on Postsecondary Education issued a
report that suggested eliminating of certain majors
from the curriculum.

To the delight of student~
and community members
alike, the local Dairy
Queen is once again open
for business. Learn the history of the store and the
local traditions that have
evolved.

,.
M

-

committee. But I think he's fixing to
get his 'Lesson 101' in Kentucky leg·
islature."
Alexandt!r was not alone in his
challenge to the budget among the
university presidents. Three other
presidents p rotested alongside,
prompting a response from Davies.
"The trust funds proposed for colleges and universities in the 2000 legislative session are the same as those
created in 1997, except that money is
provided to support pl.:mned enroll-

ment growth," the release states.
''And the objective - to form a system of improved institutions remains the same. Some presidents
opposed this objective in 1997 and in
1998. They continue to oppose it
today. But the work of the Council on
Postsecondary Education is to teach
to objective, and we shall do so."
According to a campuswide email from Alexander's office Feb. 24,
the counter proposal from AlexanPicasc sec BUDGET/16

PAGEG
The Racers
and Lady
Racers'
basketball
teams are heading to
Nashville this weekend to
attempt to earn their
invitations to the
"Big Dance."

Follow coverage of the
Lady Racers trip to the
OVC championship online.
For story updated from the
tournament in Nashville
go to www.thenews.org/
sports.htm.
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College of Fine Arts, Com·
munication dean resigns

jfoday:
High: 51
Low: 36
Saturday:
Partly
Cloudy.
High: 62

Ted Wendt, the dean of the College of Fine Arts and Communication, turned in his letter of resignation on Wednesday.
In the letter, Wendt said he
sought employment elsewhere
because of the recent academic college reorganizahon.
Wendt has accepted employment as dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences at the Eau Claire
campus of the University of Wisconsin.
A nationwide search ha:. begun
for the new dean of the College of
Humanities and Fine Arts.

Low:44
Sunday:
Mostly
Cloudy.
High: 67
Low: 49
;Monday:
~ostly

Walt Disney job p_rogram
visits campus, offers jobs

~loudy.
l~ ..igh : 72

The Walt Disney World College
Program will make a visit to the
Murray State campus Monday and
Tuesday. Interested students must
attend an informational session
Monday at 5 p.m. in Freed Curd
Auditorium . Interviews for the
positions will be held Tuesday.
For more information phone
Career Services at 762-2906.

!Low: 50
Tuesday:
Mostly
Cloudy.
High: 76
Low: 54
Wednesday:
Scattered
Showers.
High:69

Scouting Museum displays
original Rockwell paintings

iow: 50
Source· Tile w..Cher
Chamel: www.wealtler com

The National Scouting Museum
will feature 11 of Norman Rockwell's original oil paintings. The
museum also features the National
Jamboree exhibit, an art display
called "A Scout is Reverent" and
Japanese scouting a rtifacts.
Regular museum hours are

NE·ws
How,to . ~·
reach us
I

"

am pus
Tuesday through Saturday, 9 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. and Sunday 12:30 to
4:30 p.m. Admission djscounts are
offered for scouts, senior citizens,
students, faculty and staff.

LifeHouse to hold
Walk-for-Life March 25
LifeHouse Pregnancy Care Center will hold a Walk-for-Life on
Saturday, March 25. The walk will
be held at the Calloway Cou nty
High School track with registration beginning at 9:30 a .m. Lunch
will be served following the walk.
Sponsorship collection forms are
available at the LifeHouse.

MSU speech team brings
home state awards
The MSU Speech and Debate
team attended the Kentucky
Forensic Association State Speech
Tournament at Asbu ry College in
Wilmore. Several team members
took home awards.
Maria Locklear, senior from
Edgewood, was awarded the Harlan Hamm Outstanding Speaker
Award. Kati Weber, junior from
Peoria, Ill., placed second in prose.
Billy Hansen, sophomore from St.
Peter, Mo., won best debate speaker in the state and placed sixth in
the Lincoln-Douglas Debate.

Neelon gives Millennium
Forum presentation Tuesday
Professor of English Ann Neelon
will present ''From Moth er Goose
to Elizabeth Bishop's 'The Moose':

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Life: 762-4480
Viewpoint 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
Advertising: 762-4478
Fax: 762-3175
E-Mail: thenews@murroystote.edu

•

Jeremy R. Edwards/The News

Jam-packed: Jacob Harper, Murray State alumnus from Cadiz, plays the guitar in front of
Fifteenth and OUve Restaurant.
Some Thoughts on Poetry and the
Millennium" on Tuesday in the
Curris Cente r Barkley Room at
12:30 p.m.
This presentation is part of the
Millennium Forum, a series of
scholarly presen tations. by MSU
faculty.

Sigma Phi Epsilon social frate rnity and Black Sun Entertainment
will present the "Battle of the
Bands" on April 8 at the Regional
Special Events Cen ter. Bands performing include Hoosier Daddy,

Monkey Finger and Dog's Mercury. General admission is $7 and
$5 with a valid Racercard. For
more information, p hone 7538869, 767-0782 or 753-1901.
Briefs are compiled by Morgan

Hardy, assistant news editor, and
M£>1issa Stom•berger, assistant college
/if£' editor.

" THE MURRAY STATE NEWS ONLINE" FEATURES SOME OF THE SAME CONTENT THAT
GOES INTO EACH FRIDAY' S EDiliON OF "THE MURRAY STATE News" AND A DAllY

ENEWS.or
um1' 'lzne ne'\ s onli
www.thenews.org ·

March 3 & 4
Paducah's Hottest Rock&Roll Band

Monkey Finger
Must be 21 to enter

Wednesday Nights
Wet-n-Wild
T ·Shirt Contest
Must be 18 to enter
2069 Irvin Cobb Dr.
Paducah

Sigma Phi Epsilon seeks
bands for RSEC battle

(270) 575·0508

We

~l

COlUMN IN THE "ONLINE" SecnoN .

News: http://www.thenews.org/news.htm
College Life: http://www.thenews.org/ life .htm
Viewpolat: http:// www.thenews.org/ qpinion.htm
Sports: http://www.thenews.org/sports.htm
Online: http://www.thenews.o rg/online.htm
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City council answers student concerns
MURRAY
CITY COUNCIL
MEMBERS
ATTENDED
THE SGA
'MEETING
I
!W EDNESDAY,
I
'ADDRESSING
QUESTIONS
:FROM THE
!STUDENT
I
!BODY.

BY JASON YATES
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Murray City Council members
fielded questions concerning students at Wednesday's Student
Government Association meeting
in an effort to build a better relationship between the factions.
SGA
President
Brandon
Kirkham said the forum came
about after discussions with Assistant Director of Student Relations
Doris Clark-Parham, who is also a
member of the city council. ClarkParham expressed the council's
desire to hnve a way to directly
communicate with students and
Kirkham offered the open forum.
During the question and answer
format the most hotly debated
topic was Murray qty police's frequent stopping of students. Several students in attendance conveyed
their concern of perceived harassment, including many students
having their vehicles searched.
Members of the council responded that the police department is
now equipped with cameras and
microphones that capture all the
events that occur during a traffic
stop. They also suggested to students to write down the badge
number or license plate of the officer if they feel violated and report
to the chief of police.

.

I
I
I

'
I

'
I
I
I
I

•

Deaton/ The News
Doris Clark-Parham, assistant director of Student Relations and
city council member, introduces members at the SGA meeting.
Kirkham said even though he
was disappointed with the general
student turnout, he feels the forum
was a success.
"The purpose was met because
the council heard serious concerns
that students have," he said.
Senator of Humanistic Studies
Lindsay Chamberlain said the
forum was important because it
allowed students and the council
to get ideas across to one another.
"The city council seemed very
cooperative and willing to develop
a relationship with us/' Chamber-

lain said.
Clark-Parham said for the first
open forum that the meeting went
well
"People were talking and
showed an interest," ClarkParham said. "Hopefully next time
we can get more students involved
where we could fill up the ballroom."
The next Murray City Council
meeting will take place Thursday
at 4:30 p.m. Council members
encourage students to attend and
express their views.

counties and schools are pro- individual capacity, not offitected from any liability.
cial capacity," David leight"lt is a very confused area ty, council for the Mingers,
Gail Minger appeared in of law," Circuit Court Judge said.
court again this week to Dennis Foust said.
The "Michael Minger Bill,"
counter the dismissal of her
The attorneys representing the latest claim brought up
case against Directo r of John and Gail Minger claim by the legislature to disas•Housing Paula Hu lick and Hulick and Yeatts a re respon- semble sovereign immunity,
' Associate Vice Presiaent of sible for the wrongful death has no impact on this case
' Facilities
Management of their son Michael Minger since it is not yet a law.
,Dewey Yeatts on the basis of in the Sept. 18, 1998, Hester
"It is a question of the interthe state's sovereign immuni- College fire because individ- pretation of the law," leightually they could have done • ~ said .
lty.
1 According to sovereign something to prevent it.
The dismissal is pending
,immunity, states and their
"We a re suin~ them in an un til Fous t has had time to
BY BRANDl WILLIAMS

News EDITOR

SeiVing Mexican Food,

THURSDAY,FEB.24,2000

MONDAY, FEB. 28, 2000

6 a.m. Electricians were working on
fire alarms at Facilities Management.
9:13 a.m. A theft was reported at
Roy Stewart Stadium.
1:07 p .m. Clothes were reported
stolen in Franklin College.
3:27 p.m. The traffic light on Highway 121 was reported unoperational.
7:25 p.m. A possible fight was
reported on the north side of Racer
Arena. Everything was OK after
checking the scene.
10:32 p.m. Racer Patrol requested
an officer be dispatched to the parking lot behind the former Westside
Church building.

5:53 a.m. There was a 911 hang up
from White College.
7:19 a.m. There was trouble with a
light in Sparks Hall. Facilities Management was notified.
10:38 a.m. A group of eigh t juveniles was looking into cars by Col'
lege Courts. The juveniles were
found to be taking a test at the
Industry and Technology Building
and were told to return.
12:58 p.m. A contractor was working on the fire alarm in Regents Col;
lege.
3:52 p.m. A student reported the
theft of a wallet.
9:32 p.m. A reckless driver was
reported in the residential college
circle.
10:35 p.m. A theft report was made
at White College.
•

Laura

Minger challenges sovereign immunity

I

•PoliceBeat

0

~

completely review the material p resented.
"This is a complicated case
and the judge said he wanted
to give it a lot of time and
attention," Leightty said.
Foust said he does not plan
to d rag this case out for a
long time. He said he will
likely make a decision in two
or three weeks.
Said Foust: "It has been
extensively briefed and
researched on both sides, so I
have a lot to go through."

~~!IZ!!!~!:!A!:~~.1

FRIDAY, FEB. 25, 2000
1:05 a.m. Kramer Lacour was arrested and lodged in Calloway County
Jail for first offense DUl.
1:20 p.m. A non-injury accident was
reported in the 15th Street parking
lot.
1:25 p.m. A non-injury accident was
reported in front of Richmond College.
6:19 p.m. LifeFlight was scheduled
to land at Roy Stewart Stadium.
6:35 p.m. An occupied elevator was
stuck in the Business Building. The
Murray Fire Department was notified.
10:35 p.m. Juveniles were reported
by Facilities Management.

SATURDAY, FEB. 26, 2000
4:39 a.m. Alyssia Wild man was
arrested and lodged in Calloway
County Jail for first offense DUl.
11:13 a.m. An occupied elevator in
the Fine Arts Building was stuck.
The Murray Fire Department was
notified.

1 SUNDAY, FEB. 27, 2000

4:37 p.m. A studen t wished to
speak with an officer about a female
harassing her.
11:39 p.m. Racer Patrol reported
someone in the former Westside
•• •
Church building.

TUESDAY,FEB.29,2000
3:41 a.m. An unwanted g uest was
in Clark College. The subject was
told to leave.
1:58 p.m. A bicycle was recovered
in College Courts.
7:50p.m. A non-injury accident was
reported at the Regional Special
Events Center. The vehicle involved
required a tow truck.

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 30,
2000
1:11 a.m. There was a noise complaint from the 700 block of College
Courts. Housing was advised.
1:30 a.m. Residential Director from
Housing reported the complaint
was unfounded.
8:00 a.m. A purse was found in
Ordway Hall. The owner was located and the purse was returned.
8:41 a.m. Contractors were working
on fire alarms in Regents College.
5:13 p.m. Food Services requested a
person leave the Curris Center.
Racer Escort: 13

Motorist Assist: 5

Police Beat is compiled by Morgan
Hardy, assisJant news editor~_ from
materials available from Public Safety.

Why waste another summer running on the treadmill to nowhere, when you could be toning your
abs. getting in shape and having fun while you're learning to defend yourself?
Our Cardio Kickboxing program take:; the music. excitement and energy of aerobics
but adds important self-defense techniques like jabbing, kicking, punching and blocking. You learn while you bum at 800 calories per hour! (According to Muscle and
Fitness Magazine who rated aerobic kickboxing as the number one calorie burning

workout!)

" ' and COLD BEER \ .
from

There's no physical contact, no uniforms {you wear your regular workout clothes) and
best of aU you' ll love it! Classes are forming now, call today!

11:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Located on 641 S . Puryear, Tennessee

(901) 247-5798

Live Music
March 4 Uncle Sideshovv
No band over Sprin.g Break
(Mu~l

lk 21 alter

~J::~o

.•..
•..

•.

....

p.m. on S<tl.)

..

Ford Authorized
Rental vehicles

. )

fr

753-8111

1413 Olive Blvd. • Murray, KY

;..' 'Lowest Rates In ToWn''
...•
..•
...
•

CaD -roday!

cars to vans

~

Requfrements
At least 2 t years of age, valid driver's license.

"Major credit cards"
local pickup avallallle

Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main st.
Downtown Murray
751 • 5273 Ask for wade

IJnleash Your Pol:enl:ial

JJ ol'a- "~ c/'la.tl.n.u.m
"Where all the girls are finer than gold"
Tennessee's Best in Adult Entertainment

Beginning in March:
Your favorite Magazine Centerfold Girls &
XXX Video Vixens Monthly .

Live on s.tage XXX Videostar

Morgan Dare,
March 16, 17 & 18.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Bring in this Ad, and get 1 person in free
with 1 paid admission.
(This does not apply for feature shows and events !)
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Question Respect on decline in today's society
of the
Week
What do you
plan to do for
Spring Break?
"MORNINGS
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It's not hard to see why respect
is languishing. Take a look at the
Internet. The Internet is the physical manifestation of John Milton's "Aeropagitica," "marketplace of ideas," and yet who can
discern the objectivity of the
amalgam of sites on the Internet?
Even well-established sites like
Amazon.com have been turning
somewhat suspect with feedback
letters that seem glaringly suspicious, names such as "A reader
from ... "and reviews that sound
more like advertisements than
wholly credible comments. If this
is coming from one of the most
reliable web sites, what does this
say about the majority of sites on
the web?
It seems no one is quite trustworthy anymore. After all, we
live in a country where even the

president has been discredited,
but remains in office. Whether
you're looking online at an
insanely cheap computer for sale,
or just going to the hometown
mechanic to repair your brakes,
chances are you're going to be
hesitant about it.
Respect has always been. something that had to be earned, but r
think now less people are taking
chances. Instead of the totalitarian society envisioned by Orwell
and his colleagues, perhaps
mankind is destined for the direct
opposite: a society of critics, each
vying for respect through the
derision of others. Not a worthwhile end, perhaps, but certainly
not an enlightened one either.

Joseph Pence is a senior electronic
journalism major from Owensboro.

My V'.ew

jOSEPH PENCE

cc RESPECT HAS
ALWAYS BEEN
SOMETHING
THAT HAD TO
BE EARNED. BUT

I THINK

N OW

LESS PEOPLE ARE
TAKING
CHANCES. "

AFTERNOONS
ON THE

:
..

argue needlessly before she
"unflagged" the database to
allow me to register for classes.
She told me I had until Friday to
make my payment or my classes
would be purged and that I was
lucky to receive that much.
The fact of the matter is regardless of whether I received notice
of the failure to deposit (I'm still
waiting), it was easier for her to
classify me as a "bad student"
than to take the 15 seconds to
allow me to register. rt didn't
matter how long I had been a student here or how many semesters
on record I'd been paying to go
here; there was no respect for me,
the customer or the UniverSity.
Similarly, I doubt the fact I gave
the cashier's office the money in
cash the next day made an impact
either.

IN BED,

.

.

Respect seems to be in the
process of being shoved out of
our society. People are becoming
more prejudicial and less open to
impartial trust. I assume it's easier to be immediately hostile then
pensively objective.
From a personal standpoint, I
like to refer to a dispute I experienced last semester. I was trying
to register for classes, only to find
out I was blocked because of a
lack of payment. I had not
received notice of this failure to
comply and yet it was going to
keep me from registering on time
for my classes.
I went up the chain of command here at the University,
working my way back and forth
between departments, until I
came to the person in charge. I
explained my case and yet had to

COUCH."

•.

'

MAIIIt REDFERN

sophomore, LOUtsvillfl

" I'M GOING
HOME,

No longer are the days of
being able to major in underwater basket weaving.
The Council for Postsecondary
Education sent university presidents across the state of Kentucky a proposal to eliminate
certain majors from the curriculum because of the inability to
produce an average of 12 graduates over a course of five years.
This is an attempt at utilizing
state funding and Murray State
dolla rs.
Not a bad idea in theory. University dollars w ill no longer be
wasted on majors such as interior design and aquatic biology.
Just because a program only
produces an average of 1.5 graduates over five years does not
mean those 1.5 people don't
have the right to study the fieJd
they chose at the University
they chose.
Many of the incoming freshmen attending Murray State

HOPEFULLY TO
MAKE LOTS OF
MONEY."
R ICK PETERSON

sophomore. Henderson

"I'M GOING
TO SOUTH
CAROLINA WITH
THE

MSU

ROWING TEAM.
FOR SPRING
TRAINING."

II

'

.
~

.

• ·•. rl

"I'M TOURING
SOUTHEASTERN
TEXAS WITH

~-'

I

k:.,. ·-.

SOME
FRIENDS. "

" I'M MEETING
A GIRl THAT

INTERNET FOR
THE FIRST TIME
MASAKI N AKANO

Our View

ines.
Completely unexpected by me,
the only public opinion I have
read in support of Alexander,
mine in the Feb. 4 "The .Murray
State News," so rattled the union
leadership that their carefully
constructed,
imperturbableseeming public self has been
demolished, revealing at its bottom cold calculation. The leadership's over-the-top responses to
my one, little-old contrary opinion shows they fear their beliefs
are one-sided, very weak, full of
ordinariness and inadequacy and
not likely to ignite mass movemenlc;, if they could be scrutinized openly and fairly. It is now
obvious they will attempt to
avoid this scrutiny by raining
down calumny and disrepute on
the head of the contrariety,
d,mming others with faint praise,
while demanding fairness for
everyone and professing greatness for themselves. The good
news is they are a joke. The bad
news is they are just getting started.
As fun as this exchange has
been for me, poking at the easy
targets the union leaders'
responses provided, with this letter I sign off. My point is made:
silence is not agreement.

Write to Ul
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have not declared a major. What
is going to happen if Student A
decides to major in a program
that has been recently phased
out? It's simple. He will transfer,
costing the University tuition
dollars.
One of the options available in
this proposal is to combine these
programs or offer them through
web-based
cou rses,
and
although administrators can
spout research numbers to how
interpersonal commincations
are imp roved through webbased courses, how can this be a
reality?
One of the most cited recruitment tools for attracting students to Mu rray State is the personal contact with professors. A
student is not a number b ut a
name. Students have an opportunity to knock on the doors of
their professors and be confident the professor will not only
know their name, but face, too.
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To the Editor:
As a Christian, I feel I must
respond to James L. Hartley's ending sentences (in a letter to the editor last week). "Deism is a lot of
things. [t isn't, however, Christian.
And despite reports to the contrary, neither was the founding of
our country."
Definitely, Deism isn't Christian,
but any truth-seeking individual
who has an open mind can search
the vast historical evidence available (although not "revisionist"
history texts) and honestly conclude the following: a look at the
evidence for America condemns as
folly any interpretations of history
other than the simple fact America
was founded by Christians, for
Christians and was deemed a
Christian nation whose very government was based on biblical
principles.
Although five out of 55 delegates of the Constitutional Convention were Deists, the remaining 50 professed to be Christians.
The five Deists, including Benjamin Franklin, adhered to biblical
epistemology. And it was
Franklin, Deist, who called the
Constitutional Convention to
prayer.
Following a HJ-year exhaustive

effort, the U.S. Supreme Court
ruled: "Our Jaws and our institutions must necessarily be based
upon and embody the teachings of
the redeemer of mankind. It is
impo:;sible that it should be otherwise; and in this sense and to this
extent our civilization and our
institutions are Christian ... this is
a religious people."
This is historically true. From
the discovery of this continent to
the present hour, there is a single
voice making this affirmation. We
find everywhere a clear recognition of the same truth. This is a
Christian nation.
Can the above be said for today?
When America loses its past, it is
certain to lose its future.
V.H.Miller
Almo

Professor believes point is
'silence is not agreement'
To the Editor:
The Bill ScheU l know did not
write the letter in this space last
week.
The Bill Schell I know was an
intelligent and worthy colleague
of mine in the Faculty Senate. As
president of that body for tvm
terms, I appointed this Bill to
positions of influence in the
group and he sat in the executive

committee meetings.
The Bill Schell I know solicited
and received from me a supportive statement for his tenure application, when he thought I had
some influence with University
President Kern Alexander, seeming to worry not at all about any
possible sycophantic tendencies
the letter-writer imagines I have.
•The Bill Schell l know was present at the Faculty Senate forum
at which the candidates for faculty regent spoke to the group
espousing their view~ on the
approach each would take in that
position to work for the president. I was a candidate and spoke
at that meeting.
The Bill Schell I know heard me
say the most effective approach is
to work with Alexander in an
atmosphere of sincere mutual
respect, one in which both he and
the faculty representative listen
to each other and have a frank
exchange of views in private.
The Bill Schell I know recognizes I did not say something at
that forum implying anything
remotely similar to what the letter-writer imagines.
The Bill Schell l know reads
well enough to see my reference
to the influence dogs barking in
the night have on a passing train
was to the ineptness of mechanical, vacuous detractors of the
president; nut to faculty colleagues as the letter-writer imag-

James Willis

Professor
College of Education
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'Starksy' finally makes decision about SGA election
It's been real. It's been fun. But it
hasn't been real fun.
Today, I am ending all speculation of running for Student Government Association president. Many
people have asked me about this
over the last few months and I've
pretty much told them to wait and
see, but because my potential campaign fund is low and, frankly, I
don't care, I have decided to stop
here.
I don't know what I'm going to
do with the 50 cents in the pumpkin. I thought about running ads in
the Classifieds section of "The Mur-

ray State News," but I figured no
one would care. 1 sure don't.
The whole deal was funny when
it started, but then it snowballed
and took on a mind of its own. People were asking me left and right
whether Twas going to run. I'm not
a sociable person, so I said "I don't
know."
(Many have also asked me why I
major in journalism because of my
self-insulation. That one's beyond
me, too.)
I figured if I carried this charade
much farther, I would actually
begin to care, which would not be

conducive to my nature. I actually
care about very little.
I also did not want to be in the
same circle as politicians. As far as
I'm concerned, most politicians are
imbeciles. They make promises
they can't keep and too much is
made of them. If the president
wants to have a little fun on the
side, why should I be concerned?
The economy is good.
See? I am beginning to care. Much
like Todd Rundgren, I am seeing
the light.
There are many issues that affect
me personally. Gas prices suck. I

know they are going to peak at
about $2 per gallon in the future, so
the worst is yet to come. I hope it
doesn't come to the point where I'm
going to have to walk or bike every
day.
Another reason I decided not to
run was the Spring Break factor. I
would have to burden myself with
thinking about the election when I
could be sitting on a secluded beach
in Jamaica, sipping a pina colada or
a margarita, watching the waves
come in and lap at my feet. I'm not
going anywhere near as ambitious
as Jamaica for Spring Break, but I
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Christian groups irritate student
In My
Opinion

KRISTA MATHENY

"WHY DO
THESE PEOPLE
FIND THEY ARE
OBLIGATED TO
CRAM RELIGION
DOWN OUR
THROATS?"

In My
Opinion

GREG STARK
"IT HAS BEEN A

Greg Stark is the viewpoint editor of
"The Murray State News."

PLEASURE."

Greek system
works toward
improvements
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don't want to think about trivial
things like that.
So this is the end. I think I was the
Alan Keyes of thls race, hanging in
tooth and nail, even though I didn't
have a snowball's chance in hell of
winning. So, I leave you with this
pointless thought: Where are the
good men dead? In the heart, or in
the head?
Thank you for reading my pointless ramblings. It has been a pleasure.

One day I was on my happy little way
to class, like every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday, at the crack of dawn. Now I'll
be honest, I am not a morning person in
the vaguest sense of the word.
So in my early morning zombie-like
stage, I staggered by the Curtis Center
and saw one of those "Bible people"
handing out flyers for one of the million
Bible groups and religion-oriented programs that happen on campus.
I slowed down my pace and waited for
the guy to tum his back on me. Then I
tried to e.cape. l think the flyer-wielder
had sonar radar, because he suddenly
turned and handed me a flyer. I smiled
and thanked him, glanced at the flyer and
then proceeded to tear it into little pieces
as soon as I was out of his view.
Why do these people find they are
obligated to cram religion down our
throats? It's either Chi Alpha trying to
bribe people with pizza or $100 bills so
they will attend Bible study, or these
shock holy-rollers who try to scare you
into being a good little Christian.
I have gathered an immense religious

flyer collection over the past two semesters, not because I'm worried about saving my eternal soul, but because they're
so freaking funny. One is titled, "The
Burning Hell." Sounds scary doesn't it?
But inside this delightful piece of literature is a list of things we do every day
that will send us down into the raging
fires of Satan's humble abode.
Please allow me to dictate some of the
interesting points this flyer makes. One is
that if you consume alcohol to the point of
intoxication, your soul will be damned
and the only way to save yourself is to
recognize Jesus as your savior. I'm very
proud of my Irish-Catholic heritage and
according to this all of my forefathers are
toasting a whiskey down in that fiery pit.
The rest of the flyer is really vague. (t
speaks of wicked sin and what it is like to
be human barbecue for eternity- your
normal scare tactics.
The religion 1 was raised with taught
me the love of the Lord and how he
watches over his flock. If a sheep happened to stray from the flock, the Lord
would lead it back with love. These peo-

pie obviously think differently. Instead of
affectionately guiding people back to
organized religion, they prefer to scare
the crap out them, threatening damnation
and all that jazz.
I have been exposed to these scare tactics since I was 10 years old, and it is one
of the reasons I refuse to go to church anymore. I do not believe in organized religion because these people do their best to
shove their beliefs down my throat and
say I'm going to hell if I speak my mind
on religion. Well, according to these people, I guess good ol' Lucifer better make
room, because here I come.
It's not that I have forsaken God or anything like that. God knows what's going
on and loves us no matter how far we
may stray from the flock. It's his hardcore
followers that are really screwing up. In
other words, leave me alone and let me
make my own opinion on my personal
beliefs.

Krista Matheny is a staff writer for "The
Murray,State News."

The Interfraternity Council constitutional committee is a huge success so far
for the individual fraternities. Finally,
after all of the preaching, the Greek community has begun to bond and become
more unified.
When I first brought up the proposal of
changing the constitution and forming a
committee I anticipated a great deal of
negative feedback. Boy, was I wrong.
The response has been absolutely wonderful. We are making great strides in
updating the current IFC constitution by
making it more clear and concise and
adding new regulations, which we hope
will eliminate the many loopholes in the
old constitution.
The constitutional committee meets on
Thursdays at 4:30p.m. in the Curris Center to discuss the planned changes. There
are 10 members on the committee, an
individual from each fraternity on campus and me, the chairman. The new policies are projected to be effe'ctive beginning with the fall semester. We have chosen this date because there will likely be
a number of changes to the section of the
constitution pertaining to Rush.
l have been compiling national policies
on recruit]nent from other fraternities
and I hope the committee members take
these ideas into consideration. I would
personally like to see a less restrictive
policy for the University. I don't understand why we limit ourselves to a oneweek Rush.
Other campuses have proven the oneweek method is far outdated. The acceptance of first semester freshmen is an
idea we are pondering, too. If by chance
we do implement the first semester
freshmen policy, then minimum standards wiJl definitely be set. As an IFC,
we have discussed setting the minimum
standards at 3.2 GP A or a score of at least
21 on the ACf. Something must be done
to improve the low numbers we experienced at this semester's Rush.
If things continue to proceed as they
have in the past, the policies and the
numbers will definitely improve the
Greek system. Guaranteed.

In My
Opinion

jASON PITTMAN

"We ARE
MAKING GREAT
STRIDES IN
UPDATING THE
CURRENT

IFC

CONSTITUTION
BY MAKING IT
MORE CLEAR
AND CO!'JCISE
AND ADDING

NEW
REGULATIONS."

Jason Pittman is tlte IFC vice prt'Sidmt and
IFC constitutional committee cl1t1irnum.

University president 'not that bad a guy' ·
I

In My
Opinion

MORGAN HARDY
"DAMMIT,

I

LIKE THE
FLOWERS.''

The wool-pulling has gone on
too long.
For five weeks we have listened
to assorted faculty hem and haw
over how University President
Kern Alexander should be properly demonized. So I reluctantly
throw my hat into the ring with
the following statement:
Kern's not that bad a guy.
"But he's spending all our
money on flowers!" the students
cry.
Oamrnit, I like the flowers. 1
agree with Professor Joe Chaney.
If you've ever been to campuses
like MTSU or Western, you know
what I'm talking about. Compared with ours, their quadrangle5 look like Bosman warzones.
It's pretty cool to sit out in the
spring sun tmd imagine what cute
chick inhabited the flip-flop on
the shoe tree without having a

;
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front-end loader behind you
(MTSU} or the fear of plummeting
down a hillside to a rather grisly
death (Western).
"But he's a terrible administrator!" the faculty cry.
Get over it. Alexander has one
goal, and that goal is given to him
by the true powers that be - the
Council on Postsecondary Education. Alexander's goal is to
increase admissions. And he's
done .that. A flip through the
trusty Murray State Fact Book
shows j;\n ~ 1 percent increase in
admissions during his tenure.
Nothing in his goal says anything about making the faculty
happy. And quite frankly, if having a decent printer in "The Murray State News'" newsroom
would screw some professor out
of his annual BMW, l'm fine with
that.

~- =;:

In fact, let me remove a little bit
more wool right now. You see, the
two main factions, the College of
Humanistic Studies and the College of Education, in this longwinded war of words have a little
bit more at stake than one might
think. The number of programs
under the College of Education's
jurisdiction has expanded from 17
to 25 during Alexander's administration.
What does this have to do with
anything?
This creates more money in the
College's general fund, money
that can be allocated to pet prcr
jects. This is how Carr Health
Building, or as the College of Education might call it, "The Wellspring of Eternal Funding," can
have money allocated for its renovation and have it spent on, oh, T
don't know ... a special education

building, perhaps. The College of
Humanistic Studies has the same
•
number of programs it had when
it started: seven.
Now look at who's fighting:
Terry Strieter, founder of the local
chapter of MACE and professor of
history, and james Willis, professor of education. Folks, you're just
seeing the tip-top of an issue that
has extended a long time in Murray State's history- is this school
a regional teachers college or a
comprehensive university? And
despite words that say otherwise,
we were on the path heading back
to the former ... at least until this
academic reorganization.
This reorganization moves Carr
Health Building, exercise science
programs and the various speech
programs out of the College of
Education and into a brand
spanking new Health and Human

Services College. Thus, you're
probably going to see much quieter faculty bickering next semester. I know this must just break
our readers' hearts, but it's true.
But back to the topic at hand:
Kern. I have nary a problem with
him as an administrator. I'm not
going to say he's oubtanding, or
on par with the greatest leuders of
our time, or any other such sycophantic junk, but he's an OK
administrator.
Unfortunately, that's only half
of his job description .
The other half of his job is campus leader, and that's another
issue entirely. So I'm going to take
it on next week, after I get
through wading through the hate
mail from this one.

Morgan Hardy is the assistnnt 11t>ws
editor for "TI1e Murray Statr News!"
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UPN returns to Murray
broadcasting on WQTV

OHicials differ on raising speed limit
BY LISA WHEAT
STAFF WRITER

'

Kentucky's 65·mph speed limit on interstates will soon be history if the General
Assembly passes a pending bill that
would raise the limit to 70.
Rep. Brent Yonts, D-Grcenvillc, proposed legislation that would allow interstate drivers to travel at 70 mph, beginning this July. Yonts said the change
would reflect the speed at which drivers
already travel.
"The reality is that 85 percent of the people on the roads are driving 70 or better
right now," he said. "Studies show that
the safest spL>ed is the speed at which 85
percent of the motoring public is driving."
States surrounding Kentucky that
employ 7Q-mph ~peed limits are Missouri,
Tennessee and West Virginia. Illinois,
Indiana and Ohio have a limit of 65. A
total of 29 states have speed limits greater
than 70 on their interstates.
Yonts said the legislation would bring
Kentucky level with other states.
"I thought we ought to get in line with
what our southern brethren are doing," he
said.
National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration spokesperson Cathy
Hickey said studies show increased speed
limits rt>sult in more driving fatalities.
"Speeding reduces the time drivers
have to avoid crashes and lengthens the
stopping distance," she said. "That
increases the likelihood of crashing, as
weU .1~ the severity of crashes that occur."
The National Highway Traffic Safety
Admmistration web site states speed was

a factor in 30 percent of all highway fatalities in 1998. Of the sp~ing fatalities, 14
percent occurred on interstates.
A study of 16 Midwestern states conducted by Iowa's Safety Management System Tnsk Force found raising speed limits
above 65 resulted in more traffic fatalities
from 1995 to 1996. Kansas, Missouri,
Nebraska and South Dakota all experienced at least a 10 percent increase in traffic deaths after the speed limit was raised
above 65. In florida and Montana, howe\'er, fatality rates went down after the
speed limit was increased.
Murray Police Chief John Knight said
speed limits in most states were at least 70,
before the Arab oil embargo in the early
1970s. At that time, however, Congress
passed legislation that reduced the speed
limit to 55 in order to conserve oil. ThE"
limit was dropped three years ago, giving
states the freedom to set their own rates.
Trooper Chuck Robertson, public affairs
officer for the Kentucky State Police Post
in Mayfield, said the stale's highway
death rates were lowest when the speed
limit was 55.
"At no time since the speed limit was
raised to 65 has the fatality rate been at or
below what it was when the speed limit
was 55," he said.
111e Kentucky State Police opposes the
bill, but will crack do\lvn on speeders if it
passes.
"We would have to be more diligent if it
were to go to 70 than we are right now
because more people will take a little
mort! leeway and think they can get away
with a little more," he said.
Yonts studied the speed legislation in

SPEED
LIMI T
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West Virginia and found increasing the
speed limit does not result in people driving much faster.
"They're already driving at what they
think is a safe speed," he said.
In a survey of 3,000 drivers, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
found the No. 1 factor in selecting a driving speed was weather conditions. The
posted speed limit was cited as the second
most important factor for determining
what speed to drive.
The study also showed police did not
stop 62 percent of those who drive in an
unsafe or illegal manner in the past year.

BY SARA JANE GINN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In an effort to recruit new viewers,
Murray State's commercial television station will affiliate with the
United Paramount Network.
Stan Marinoff, station manager,
announced in late February this new
plan for WQTV-46, which will be in
effect April 3.
"Part of our mission is to present
Murray State University and its
message to the widest possible audience," Marinoff said. "Adding UPN
to our program schedule, which
already includes Queen Latifah,
'Family Feud,' 'Cops' and 'Blind
Date,' will help us achieve our
goals."
Under the agreement, WQTV will
broadcast all UPN prime time pro~
grams in the network's normal time
slots, Monday through Friday, 7 to 9
p.m. The current UPN affiliate in the
area, Paducah's WKDA-TV, will
switch to the Warner Brothers Network on April 1. Effective this date,
WQTV-46 will be known as UPN46.
Glenda Jones, marketing director
for WQTV, is optimistic about the
affiliation.
"We're very excited about the
news," Jones said. "At least two
major programs will be added to
our line-up, which are 'WWF
SmackDown' and 'Star Trek Voyager.' We feel that the programming

will enhance what we already have
and, in addition, will draw a larger
audience."
WQTV is owned and operated by
Murray State. The station reaches
more than 51,000 television households over the air on channel 46 and
is carried on most cable systems in
its four-county marketing coverage
area.
"There are only five universities
in the nation that have a commercial
station and Murray State js one of
those," Jones said.
Students were also enthusiastic
about the affiliation.
"I watch WQTV on a regular basis
for local news," Stephanie Ward,
junior from Calloway County, said.
"I also like the fact that we're moving up in the world."
Shelley Hill, sophomore from
Hopkinsville, said she thinks the
station's network change will help
recruitment.
"This will be a huge stepping
stone for Murray State," she said. '1
work in the student relations
department for Murray State, so
hopefully, this will get our name out
there for potential students,"
WQTV is the Purchase area's
"hometown station," commerciallylicensed but not-for-profit, with all
revenues returning to the station's
parent, Murray State. The University in tum uses the money to supplement its state appropriations.

Residential college faculty chosen for 2000, prepare for positi0ns
BY LOREE STARK
STAFF WRITER

The incoming four faculty heads of
the residential collegt's were notified of
their new positions last week.
Squire Babcock, associate professor of
English, became faculty head of Regents
College. Oliver Muscio, professor of
chemistry, w"s placed in Richmond
Cl>llege. Da.,•id Balthrop, associate professor/director of speech and communications, was chosen as faculty head of
Elizabeth College and Bonnie Higgin-

son, chair of elementary and secondary
education, was placed in White College.
Higginson said she f~els the residential college system in place now is effective.
"I certainly don't think there's anything wrong with the system now, but I
hope we can expand upon it ,1nd
improve," Higginson said.
Among utbet things, HiggiQS.Qn
wants to support students in their
efforts in the residential collE-ges and
assist freshmen as they adjust to college.
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She also said she feels the current and
previous faculty heads have done a
great deal in shaping the residential college system.
"I think that people who served as
residential faculty heads have laid the
groundwork for this and will make it
easier for those of us coming in," Higginson said.
Thl> placement of the new faculty
heads was not an easily made aecision.
Actually, it involved three complicated
steps.
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Last semester, Don Robertson, vice rent faculty head of Elizabeth College
president of Student Affairs, sent a call and is retiring at the end of this year
to the faculty requesting applicants for after four years of service.
the opening residential faculty head
Schempp offered words of advice to
positions.
the incoming faculty heads.
After, applicants interviewed with a
"Remember the students because res-committee. The final step was to inter- idential college is not housing, it is not
view with residents of each college.
programming, it's the students,"
Last week, the faculty heads for the Schempp said. "You can take all the fac200Q-02 term found out about ~-~· all the books, aU the Jabs, p ut thdn
positions.
all together and you don't have a uniJames SChempp, associate professor of versity until you add the students. So,
speech and communication, is the cur- remember the students."

The Murray State News
is now accepting
applications for the
following positions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

News Section Editor
Sports Section Editor
College Life Section Editor
Photo Editor
Advertising Manager
ViewPoint Editor
Ad Production Manager
Chief Copy Editor
Online Editor

The application deadline
is March 8.
For more information and an
appli c ation , stop by
The Murray State News office
at 111 Wil son Hall.
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'· Programs come under scrutiny,
half face danger of termination
BY BRANDl WILLIAMS

News EDITOR
Geology and computer science
are two majors that may not be
available in the catalog next year.
"The University continues to
evolve, and in that process programs come and go," Ted Wendt,
dean of the College of Fine Arts
and Communication, said.
The Council for Postsecondary
. Education is reviewing majors at
· universities all across Kentucky
to determine whether these
majors are producing enough
graduates.
The programs are required to
'produce at least 12 graduates
over an average of five years.
Programs such as foreign languages, economics and the English master's degree program are
~orne not making the grade.
"There are many factors to
determine the academic health of
a program," Wendt said.
, Wendt said he did not feel all of
., these courses are in danger.
. ~ This is a way for the CPE to
simply make us pay attention,"
Wendt said.
Interim Provost Gary Brockway said the University has until
May to respond.
. Some of the programs University officials are considering
endangered are courses that help

service other programs. All of the
foreign language majors are
endangered.
"If the language classes are full,
it is hard to see how you can call
the classes unproductive," Wendt
said.
There are several different
options the University can go
through to better these programs.
The first option would be to
eliminate the program if the CPE
feels the major is unproductive.
Another option would be to
modify the program. Two majors
could be combined into one
major, or a program could
become an option to another freestanding program.
There is also discussion of collaborating with other universities
through web-based programs.
Murray State could offer courses
over the Internet for other schools
to <'!dapt into their curricula and
vise versa.
"What research shows is that
there is a higher interaction
between students and faculty
through e-mail and discussion
groups," Brockway said.
Wendt said he also feels webbased courses to be beneficial.
"It helps us employ the faculty
we have in a more efficient way
and utilize other universities,"
Wendt said.

Wendt said he has seen
research that shows better communication between students
and faculty in web~based courses.
"But in no way can it replace
the 24-7 learning you get on campus," Wendt said.
Another option would be to
continue the original program on
the grounds that there are
enough underclassmen have
declared a specific major to provide enough graduates in the
future.
"What the CPE did not account
for is the people already in the
program who will graduate in
two to three years," Wendt said.
Brockway said with that option
there would be no elimination of
programs that bring in extra
funding.
Brockway said the last option is
to have a special category of programs that need more study
before determining whether to
eliminate them.
"There are all kinds of factors
that must be examined before a
final decision can be made,"
Wendt said.
A representative from the CPE
will be in Murray next week,
although Brockway said the University will not have a definite
answer until May.

I Endangered Programs at Murray State University I
Numbers represent the average number of graduates from 1995 to 1999

Baccalaureate
Computer Science
Business Education

!College of Industry and Technology
Baccalaureate
Vocational Home Economics
Vocational Technical Education
Civil Engineering Technology
Environmental Engineering Technology
Manufacturing Engineering Technology
Housing and Interior Design
Child and Family Studies
Fashion Merchandising
Graphic Communication Management

1.6
6.0
8.6
9.4
4.2
4.2
6.6
3.0
11 .2

Baccalaureate
Fisheries, Aquatic Biology
Wildlife Biology
Engineering Physics
Geology
Earth Science
Physics
Geogra phy
Medical Technology
Nursing

1.8
7.4
4.8
2.8
0.6
2.4
2.8
5.0
7.0
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College of Humanistic Studies
Baccalaureate
German
French
Spanish
Philosophy
Sociology

0.2
1.2
3.4
1.2
5.2

College of Education
Baccalaureate
Health Education
Library Science

4.2
3.2

Masters
Biology
Mathematics
Chemistry
Physics
Geography
Industrial Education
School Administration
Middle School Education
Physical Education and Recreation
Recreation and Leisure Services
English
General Psychology
Clinical Psychology
History
Music Education

5.4
3.6
2.8
0.6
4.0
6.4
1.2
3.8
6.0
2.6
5.4
0.8
6.6
5.0
3.6

(

.
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TE~RAPIN STATION
920 S . 12th St.

753-8926

New and Used
COMPACT DISCS and CASSEnES
Also

Posters • Stickers • Blacklights
T-shirts • Music Videos • Incense

•A~::=~~;~i~d·l ····oo··
Slngf. M""s and Sale Items Not Included

~~e

9.8
4.0
8.4
1.0
5.4
2.2
5.0

Robert Pieroni/ T/1e N ews

WHOPPER®
coupotl

I

College of Science

BUY J GET J FREE

••plm 4/30/00. ,.._ PftMIIt

4.4
11.4
9.2

Economics
Management
Computer Information Systems

!College of Fine Arts and Communicatlonl
Baccalaureate
Radio-Television
Art/K-12 Teaching Certification
Music Education
Speech Communications
Theater
Music Performance
Music

7.4
8.8

Murray March Madness is Herel!l
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!College of Business and Public Affairs

Expires 3-17-99

2 Off

Murray State University

SHIELD
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is now accepting
applications for:

•
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•
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Editor-In-Chief
Layout Editor
Assista.n t Layout
Campus Life/ Greek Section Editor
Sports Section Editor
Academic/ Album Section Editor
Organizations/ Residential Living
Editor
Assignment/ Copy Editor
Writers
Photography Editor
Photographers
'
Marketing Director
Applications may be
picked up in the JMC office,
I 14 Wilson Hall
DEADLINE: March 22
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NEED CA$H???
GET UP TO $300 TODAY!!!

~

~

....
....
.....
~

WE WILL CASH YOUR PERSONAL
CHECK TODAY AND DEPOSIT IT
TWO WEEKS LATER!!!

I
-411
....
~

.-----------------------~ ~

WHAT DO I NEED?
·ACTIVE CHECKING
ACCOUNT
·DRIVERS LICENSE
• PROOF OF INCOME

PHONE CARDS!!I ~
113 MINUTES $5
241 MINUTES $10

~

~~

497 MINUTES $20 ..,.
.....
~----------------------~ ~

·<till
~

CALL TODAY!!!
759-5923
1304-C CHESTNUT CENTER
(NEXT TO PAPA JOHNS PIZZA)
WALKING DISTANCE FROM CAMPUS

....
~

~
~
~

~

•
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Are you getting your money's worth?
Quiz By Rachel Kirk

2,100

5

The cost of a Murray State eduHow many
cation is rising. Do you ever wonon- campus
der if you are getting your monpresentations do you
ey's worth? Take this quiz to find
out if you are paying for services attend each semester?
a) I try to make it to at least one a
you do not use.
day.
b) Maybe two a semester.
c) I might go to one if it's interesting.
How many times a d) I only go for bonus points.

1

1,500

week do you sk ip
class?

ALlJMNt, (JI Vfl ()J.'ME"''T

l

1,200

!I.THU. L(~

a) zero

b) 1 to 2
c) 3 to 4
d) I'm supposed to go to class?

6

Have you ever asked
Racer Patrol for
assistance?

900

a) I constantly ask them for help,
and sometimes I follow them
around.
b) Maybe two or three times since
How many times a I've been here.
week do you work c) Once, when my cat was up a
out at a university tree.
d) Are they the ones dressed like
fitness center?
a) two times a day, seven days a police?
week
b) 3 to 4
c) 1 to 2
r ' '
d) I don't like weights. They're
too heavy.

600

2

7

I have used Health
Services ...

300

0

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

9

~::s

many
In one meal, how
a) countless times. They
do you
many tO go" boxes
know me by my first name.
before
dial
have you taken from
How many hours a b) one or two times:
getting a phone line off
Winslow Dining Hall?
w eek do you tak e c) only for a doctor's excuse.
a) as many as 1 can balance
campus?
advantage of the d) never.
b) 3
a) I'm so lucky. I always get out
library and its resources?
c) 2

3

a) at least 12
b) 5 to 6
c) I only go for reserved readings.
d) We have a library?

11

11

on my first try.
b) nine times
c) 42 times
d) It's qu icker to walk-to
Benton.

d)1

How many times
have you attended
On a typical
programs sponsored
How often do
day,
how
long
by the residential college
you look at the
does it take
How many hours do with which you are
flowers
on
you to find a parking
you stare at a affiliated?
campus?
computer screen in a) I program hop on Thursday space?
a) I stare at them and become
a) I'm a phenomenon. I always
nights. I try to hit them all.
one of the computer labs?
entranced by their beauty.

10

a) I'm not sure, but I remember
coming to at 4 a.m.
b) Every day, three hours a day.
c) 1 to 3 hours a week.
d) I despise technology.

b) I go three or four times a
semester.
c) They had free food, so I
stopped in once.
d) I only sleep at my dorm.

get rocl<-star parking on my first
try.
b) 4 to 6 minutes
c) I park illegally.
d) I go home after 30 minutes. It's
just not worth the trouble.

b) I use them as an ashtray.
c) I look at them and think about
how nice a huge piece of asphalt
would look there.
d) I'm too busy finding a parking
space.

Robert Pieroni/The News :
"

Find out your score

If you answered mostly A's:
Congratulations! You a~ using ,
Murray State's resources to your
advantage. You seem to spend
quite a b it of your time ~ying
everything MSU has to off~.
If you answered mostly B's:
Your money seems to be working
well for you. Maybe you should
consider swimming in Carr
Health BUilding or playing tennis
sometime.
If you answered mosUy C's: You ,
should consider exploring the
vast array of programs and services Murray State has to offer.
Try to do more than just go to ~
class.
If you answered mostly D's: Ydu
aren't paying Murray for much
other than an education-if that.
Try to experience MuJTay State to
make the most of your money.

i

Christian organization offers students Greek alternative
MALE
STUDENTS
INTERESTED IN
BEING IN A
FRATERNITY
CAN STILL JOIN
ALPHA KAPPA
OMEGA.

BY K YLE SHADOAN
STAFF WRITER

A new group on campus is providing an alternative to typical fraternity activities for Christians.
Alpha Kappa Omega is a social
fraternity oriented around traditional Christian beliefs. Alec Scianna, Alpha Kappa Omega treasurer
and freshman from Eddyville,
said.
''Our mission statement says we,
the members of Alpha Kappa
Omega, believe the organization

exists to strengthen the Christian
man so that we may more exemplify Christ in everything we do and
so that we may excel to be what
God has called us to be as Chnstian
men," Scianna said. "Our motto is
'men of integrity."'
Alpha Kappa Omega meets on
Mondays from 4:30 to 6 p.m. in the
Curris Center Tennessee Room.
Kelly Rogers, assistant professor of
health, phy~icdl education and
recreation, acts as the adviser for
the Alpha Kappa Omega fraterni ty.

Rogers said he has personal rea·
sons for being involved in the fraternity.
''I'm a Christian and I believe in
Christ. And I believe the students
should have a support for their
beliefs on campus," Rogers said.
He said he wanted to give students an alternative to the regular
fraternities offered on campus.
l~ogers said those interested do
not need to be a member of any
particular church denomination.
" lt's_
non-denominational,"
Rogers said. "So, you don' t have to

be a Baptist or a Methodist or anything like that."
Although the fraternity is new to
Murray this year, Alpha Delta Chi,
a Christian social sorority, has
been on campus for several years.
Last week, the Alpha Kappa
Omega fraternity had a social with
the Alpha Delta Chi sorority.
Rogers said the fraternity is planning to have other activities with
the sorority, including a formal the
women will plan in the spring. The
fraternity also participates in a
variety of service projects in the

community.
Rogers said the group is not trying to take over the other organizations on campus.
"We aren't trying to replace the
other groups on campus." Rogers
said. "We are trying to complement the other organizations, like
Chi Alpha."
The fraternity held Rush this
past week. Those who are still
interested in joining, can contact
Rogers at 762-6188 for more information.
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The
Week
Ahead
H AVE A LOOK AT UPCOMING EVENTS ON CAMPUS AND
AROUND TOWN.
CALENDAR, PHONE

To

POST INFORMATION IN THE

762-4480 OR

FAX IT TO

762-3175.

9

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

• VITA- Income
tax assistance,
Business
Building Room
353, noon to 4
p.m.
• VolleyballSponsored by
International
Student
Organization,
Carr Health
Building South
Gym, 5:30 to 7:30
p.m.
• Cinema
International"The Dreamlife
of Angels,"
Curris Center
Theatre, 7:30
p.m.

• First half
semester classes
end.
• Women's
basketball- OVC
Semifinals,
Gaylord
Entertainment
Center, Nashville,
11:30 a.m.
• Men's
basketball- OVC
Semifinals,
Gaylord
Entertainment
Center, Nashville,
5p.m.
• Cinema
International"The Dreamlife
of Angels," Curris Center Theatre, 7:30 p.m.

• Sunday schoolChi Alpha, Hart
College, 10:15 to
10:45 a.m.
• Bible studyMurray
Christian
Fellowship
house, 7 p.m.
• Men's
basketball- OVC
Finals, Gaylord
Entertainment
Center, Nashville,
1:30 p.m.
Women's
basketball• OVC Finals,
Gaylord
Entertainment
Center, Nashville,
5 p.m.

• Second half
semester classes
begin.
• Bible studyBaptist Student
Union, 6 p.m.
• Bible studyChi Alpha,
Elizabeth College
Study Lounge, 9
p.m.
• Debate- Third
annual Celebrate
Women debate,
Curris Center
Theatre, 7 p.m.

• GED ExamOrdway Hall
Lobby, 7:45 a.m.
to4p.m:
• SGA- Campus
Activities Board
meeting, Curris
Center Tennessee
Room, 4:40 to
5:30p.m.

• Last day to
enroll in or drop
a second half
semester class.
• GEDExamOrdway Hall
Lobby, 7:45a.m.
to4p.m.
•MeetingAccounting
Society, 4 to 5:30
p.m., Business
Building Room
353.
_. SGA- Senate
meeting, Curris
Center Barkley
Room, 5 to 6 p .m.
• WorshipMurray Christian
Fellowship
house, 7 p.m.

• VolleyballRegistration
deadline for
teams, SGA
Office on the
Curris Center
first .floor, 4 p.m.
• Judicial Board
HearingParking ticket
appeals
reviewed, Curris
Center
Cumberland
Room, 3:30 p.m.
• ConcertOrchestra, Lovett
Auditorium, 8
p.m.

.

Beastie Boys d_ouble-disc set contains 42 hit songs
BY K YLE SHADOAN

Music
Review

STAFF WRITER

Album: The
Beastie Boys
"The Sounds of
Science"
Grad e: A+
Comments:
"Overall 'The
Sounds of
Science' is an
awesome
retrospective
look at the
band."

The Beastie Boys are letting
the beat drop again on their
anthology, "The Sounds of Science."
"The Sounds of Science" is a
double-disc set with, as the
band's official web page,
www .grandroyaldirect.com
said, a collection of hits, misses,
rarities, previously unreleased
songs and a new single for the
song "Alive."
This album also has an SOpage booklet explaining the
creation behind each song and
numerous pictures of the band
behind the scenes and in concert.
This massive collection consists of 42 tracks and has songs
from previous albums, including "License to Ill," "Paul's
Boutique,"
"Check
Your
Head," "Aglio e Olio," "lll
Communication,"
"Hello
l'iasty~ and "SOme Old Bull-

shit," which contains the Polly
Wog Stew EP and other rare
early tracks.
Some also come from the bside of the Beastie's singles or
have never been released until
this collection. A few of these
are "Skills To Pay the Bills," the
Fatboy Slim remix of "Body
Movin'," "Boomin' Granny,"
"Soba Violence," the original
version of "Jimmy James," the
live video version of "Three
MC's And One OJ," "She's On
It," "Live Wire," "Netty's Girl"
and a live version of Elton
John's "Benny And The Jets."
The album covers an
absolutely amazing range of
the band's history, and if this
isn't enough of a reason to get
the album, the band's version
of "Benny And The Jets" is certainly worth it.
The CD booklet explains this
song was recorded during a
packed house performance in
lyfadison Square Garden. It
originated from The Beastie

Boys hanging out at the studio
one day playing all the classics,
such as "Jeremiah Was A Bullfrog" and "The Joker."
They would just break into
the first couple of chords of the
song and Biz, a friend of the
band, would start singing. This
is what happened that day at
Madison Square Garden and
Biz jumped on stage and started singing the lyrics.
The best part about the song
is the spontaneity of it. Biz
sounds as if he only knows half
the words and just kind of
drunkenly hums along with the
BEASTIE BOYS AN'lllOLOGY
rest as the crowd goes wild. It's
THE SOUNDS OF SCIE~CE
definitely something 1 would
'
call a magical concert moment.
Overall, "The Sounds of SciSpike Jonze
ence" is an awesome retrospective look at the band. It has T he Beastie Boys CD "The Sounds of Science," contains an 80·
samplings of such hit songs as page booklet that explains the meaning behind the songs.
"Fight For Your Right," "Sabo- "Sure Shot," "Root Down," want a general collection of The
tage," "Brass Monkey," "So "No Sleep Till Brooklyn" and Beastie Boys' hits or you are an
What'cha Want," "Intergalat- "Gratitude."
avid fan looking for anything
It's something definitely they've dropped their phat
ic," "Hey Ladies," "Remote
Control," ''Pass The Mic," worth picking up, whether you beats on.

Top
Albums
1. Smashing
Pumpkins"Machina: The
Machine of
Gods"
2. Bone Thugs N
Harmony"BTNHRESURRECTION"

3. Kid Rock "Devil Without
A Cause"
4. Dr. Dre"Chronic 2001"

S.AC/DC"Stiff Upper
Up''

Sources: Sunset
Boulevard Music
and Terrapin
Station

The Murray State News
won 47 awards at the Kentucky

Intercollegiate Press Association
Convention on Feb. 26.
Here are just a few of the awards that were given:

First Place:

Second Place:

Jennifer Sacharnoski

Jason Billingsley

news story, investigative reporting,
best feature story, continuing
I
news coverage

sports game story

Donald Lawson
best feature story, continu ing news
coverage, best overal l web site,
home page, special section & best
inside page

C.D. Bradley

Laura Deaton
Danny Vowell
photo essay

Julie Hagan ·
best advertising campaign

Laura McKenzie
best ho use ad

Greg Stark

Third Place:

continuing news coverage

Greg Stark

: continuing news coverage

Kristin Hill
continuing news coverage

Brandi Williams

best review, opinion page

Jennifer Sacharnoski
editorials, overal l layout, front
page layout

Jason Billingsley

continuing news coverage

sports feature story, sports
page layout

Darin Shock

Brian Howell

editorial cartoons

sports page layout

Brian Howell

Ryan Brooks

informational graphic

feature photo

Ryan Wagner

Ryan Wagner

best advertising campaign

ad design

Plus, numerous honorable mentions!

ELL

PASTA
MEATLESS SPAGHETTI with Baked Chicken Breast
MEATLESS LASAGNA • MEATLESS SPAGHETTI

sports photograph

continu ing news coverage

Reka Ashley

EAT WELL AND BE

PIZZA
Our 2% fat Mozzarella Cheese with any of
the f ollowing toppings.
SOR1MP
CANADIAN BACON
GREEN PEPPERS
PINEAPPlE
PEPPERON<lNIPEPPiilCS
.JALAPENOPEPPERS
ONIONS

'IOMATOES
MUSHROOMS
RIPE OliVES
GREEN OlJVF..S

BEEF'
HAM

SANDWICHES
RO\Sf BEEF
OBCKEN BREAST
HAM

nJRKEYBREAST &
HAMroMBINA1ION
REUBEN

nJRKEYBREAST

SOUPS
PAGLIAI'S CHILI
PAGLIAI'S VEGETABLE BEEF SOUP

SALADS
DINNER SALADS • PAGLIAI' S CHEF SALAD
BAKED CffiCKEN BREAST SALAD

BUFFET
Pagliai 's Buffet is packed with great nutritional items. Most buffet pizzas
qualify as low fat as well as most pasta items (items change quickly).
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Mardi Gras celebration returns to Murray
BY KRISTA MATHENY
STAFF WRITER

New Orleans will be alive with the celebra·
tion of Mardi Gras on Tuesday. People will
throw cheap plastic colored beads and have a
good time. Murray is far from Bourbon Street,
so one residential college has compensated.
, Hart College will host the second annual
Murray Gras on Monday at 7 p.m. The Hart
Residential College Council will sponsor the
event and all students are welcome.
Murray Gras will be complete with games
and entertainment in the Mardi Gras spirit,
including Twister, mask-making, tarot card
readings and a game called human thread.

Hart Treasurer Kristy Almaroad is turning
the tables on the tradition of women flashing
men in order to get beads.
"We' re going to have two people handing
out beads at the door," ~he said. "AU the girls
will automatically get beads, but if guys want
them, they have to go flash any random girl in
the room."
Guests will also have the opportunity to
become the Hart Murray Gras King or Queen.
To enter, students must sign their names on
slips of paper and put the slips into a bucket.
Two names will be drawn for king and queen.
Anyone can enter, not just Hart College residents.
" We're doing it like this so it won't be a pop·

ularity contest," Almaroad said.
Hart College Vice President Ryan Drane will
supervise the entertainment of the party, which
will include karaoke and a OJ.
"We have a OJ who stores his songs in the
computer," he said. "Right now he has 1,500
songs to choose from."
· The Hart Residential College Council and
resident advisers organized the Murray Gras.
Floor representatives, and the social and historical chairs completed the more manual aspect
of the work.
"Everyone worked hard on Murray Gras,"
Hart College President Margaret Byassee said.
"We feel it is important to provide for students
who can't go to the real Mardi Gras."

The Murray State News

Get
Your News
Early!

will come out on Thurs.

Na•c:h CJ.

Murray State celebrates
Women's History Month
To celebrate Women's History Month, the Women's
Center will sponsor events next week.
Sunday
Wednesday
WKMS presents "Pop
Karsia Slaughter presents
Music and Sensuality" at 6
the women's dance concert
m
"MOZZ: Seekers of a Deep·
p. ·
er Society" in the Ordway
Hall lobby at 7 p.m.
Monday
Thursday
The residential colleges
A panel discussion titled
debate "Internet Pornogra"Global Perspectives on
phy Should be Banned
Education for Girls and
Because of the Potential
Women: How Far Have We
Harm to Women and ChilCome?'' will take place at
dren" at the Currls Center,
the Curris Center Theatre,
7 to 8:15p.m.
7 to 8:15p.m.

NATIONAL STUDENT ExCHANGE
EXPAND YOUR EDUCATIONAL HORIZONS

DEADLINE
The Career Servi ces' staff wants to extend
their thanks and appreciati on to the
following for assisting w ith the Summer
job Fair and Spring Career Fair:
Curris Center Staff
Facilities Management
Faculty who spoke with recru iters
Food Services
Human Resources Club
Shipping and Receiving
Student Ambassadors
Student Affairs

IS

TODAY!!!
CONTACT:
Dr. Ross Meloan
Career Services Office

Bring your applications by no
later than Monday, March 6.

210 Ordway Hall
762-3735

Thank you for contributing to the
successes of these two wonderful events!

Tanning & Storage Rental

fttSIA Slu~tlnt.s
10% discount off of all Packases.
lotions. and swimwear with MSU 1.0.
Congratulations to Maria Locklear
who earned the Harlen Hamm Award
for the Kentucky Female Speaker of the year.
----;fon~.

.risten~·l!/·A~n

----

Hours
Mon. -Thurs. 8 a.m.-1 o P.m.
Fri. &: Sat. 8 a.m.- 9 P.m.
753-3333

April 2
April 10
April 11 & 12
April 17

Lisa Loeb
MURRAY MADNESS
SGA Elections
Mentos Freshmaker Tour
Featuring Stroke 9, Pink & New Rising Sons

April 29

REBOS

for further Information cafl 762·6951
sponsored bv t':.:..;:..,.d ~

812 Whitnell Drive
Murray
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Annual Dairy Queen drought ends, brings joy to multitudes
BY MELISSA STONEBERGER
ASSISTANT

Coueoe ltFE EotroR

Between 2,500 and 3,000 customers
were served Wednesday at the Murray
Dairy Queen. These customers conswned more than 13,000 hot dogs and
500 to 600 gallons of ice cream. And that
was only the first day of the season.
Dairy Queen, which closed for winter
Oct. 31, began its summer season
Wednesday. In the eight months it is
open, it outsells soft-serve icecrearn at
all of the Dairy Queens in its four-state
region.
For the residents of Murray, the Dairy
Queen is somewhat of a local springtime ritual.
, Sherri Gibson, an elementary school
' teacher from Murray, said she never
misses the first chance of the season to
\visit the DQ and reminds her students
of the opening day.
"I've been coming to opening and
closing day since 1980," Gibson said. "l
haven't had chili dog since Oct. 31 ."
Eva Hale, a lifetime Murray resident,

Ryan Brooks/The News

Ashley Collins, a Dairy Queen employee of three years, takes orders through
the window on the first day of the store's reopening.
remembers the Dairy Queen's original
opening day.
"It was a really big deal," she said.

''Everyone looks forward to the opening
of Dairy Queen for the summer. It cap·
lures the excitement of the original

opening day."
The Dairy Queen, which has been
operating since 1949, has made few
operational changes. Kemp said only
minor adjustments have been made in
five decades.
"We basically 'run the store like it's
1949," Kemp said. "We make our own
chili, ,md all· our own toppings and
peanut butter syrup. We also use the
same recipe for ice cream mix that was
used when the store opened."
·
While other Dairy Queen stores have
changed to cheaper, less creamier
mixes, Kemp takes special care to
ensure the quality of his confection.
"Each year, before the store opens, we
go to Madisonville and check the batchL'S of ice cream mix to make sure they
are what we want," Kemp said.
Kemp runs the store with his wife,
Leslie, and their 11-year-old son, Will.
Leslie works the day shift and Hal
works nights. Will works a few hours in
between.
The work shift has also changed. In
the early days of the store, men were the

dominant staff. In the 1970s, more
women began coming to work. Today,
the Kemp family hires equally to keep
the Dairy Queen running.
Hal Kemp plans on keeping the business until his son grows up. Then it will
be Will's decision what to do with it. For
now, however, Murray residents are
happy with their icc cream and chili
dogs.
"You know that summer's not far
away when you see the Dairy Queen
open," Jill Herndon, Murray resident,
said.
Herndon brought her daughter, 4year-old Adrian, to the Dairy Queen for
a baby cone.
"I have four kids, and one of them
usually begs to come to Dairy Queen
within the first week it's open," she
said.
Six-year-old Daniel Harper offered
another reason for going to Dairy
Queen.
Said Harper: "I like to come to Dairy
Queen because we get to see our neighbors."

Senior-led dance troupe seeks deeper meaning
BY PATRICk ABANATHY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A dance concert Wednesday could have people questioning themselves and their motives
in life.
Wednesday marks the debut of "MOZZ:
,Seekers of a Deeper Society." This is a dance
concert constructed by Karsia Slaughter, senior
from Hopkinsville.
The concert consists of four women and one
special guest performing to music of contemporary artists such as Janet jackson, Carlos Santana, Marilyn Manson, The Chemical Brothers,
Tori Amos and Toni Braxton.
"It's just a reflection nf my thoughts and how
I think about the world," Slaughter said.
Some content of the concert is recommended
for mature audiences.

One piece titled "Seekers of a Deeper Society" deals with topics such as competition and
hypocrisy within society and how people tend
to tear other p€Ople down in order to obtain
success in life, Slaughter said.
Slaughter is the artistic director of "MOZZ:
Seekers of a Deeper Society." She has great
expectations from her performance and the
audience.
"I hope people leave there with a better
understanding of how r think," she said.
Maybe they'll question themselves and their
motives in life. l really want people to understand dance a little better."
Slaughter is a dane~ major and will graduate
in May.
"I hope to have my own dance company
someday," Slaughter said. "I want to call it
MOZZ, which stands for Modern Jazz, because

there's not a lot of jazz around here. There's a
lot of modem dance."
The cast of "MOZZ: S<>ekers of a Deeper Society," is made up of Murray State students Jenni
Schinner, senior from Belleville, Ill.; Ginny
Snow, sophomore from Paducah; Kelli Petermeyer, sophomore from Carlyle, Ill.; Angie
Speca, senior from Hopkinsville; and special
guest Tavares Jones, senior from Elizabethtown.
Petermeyer, who has been dancing since she
was 3 years old, said she is very excited about
the performance.
"I think that they will really enjoy it," she
said. "It's interpretive, but it's not so out there
that they won't understand what's going on."
"MOZZ: Seekers of a Deeper Society," is in
Ordway Hall on Wednesday at 7 p.m. Admission to the concert is free.

National Greek Honorary Leadership Society
Murray State University Omega Rho Chapter
Q
Fall 2000
Q

Karsla Slaughter, senior from Hopkinsville, leads a
rehearsal for "MOZZ: Seekers of a Deeper Society."
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• Modem statEK>f-the-art facilities.
• Financ1al aid to approximately
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• Hands-on clinical experiences.
Logan also ofFers a B.S. in Human
Biology and an Accelerated Science
Program (ASP).
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TOURNAMENT

Professional
wrestlers
are athletes

2000

Racers roar
past Tigers
in tourney
Murny State 83
Tenn. State 58
RECORDS: MURRAY
STATE 22-8 ( 14...4
OVC), TENNESSEE
STATE 7-22 (6-12

OVC)
KEY PlAYERS:
AuBREY REESE, 24
POINTS, SEVEN
REBOUNDS, FOUR
ASSISTS AND THREE
STEAlS.
Co MM ENTs: NWe
PlAYED ONE OF OUR
FINEST GAMES OF THE
YEAR TONIGHT."
-RACER HEAD
COACH TEVESTER
ANDERSON, ON THE
RACERS' PERFOR·
MANCE TUESDAY.

1st Ro und
#I MSU 83
#8 TSU 58
#4 EIU 107
#5 APSU I 00(20T)
#2 SEHO 76
#7 UT-Mardn !1..
#3 nu 10
#6 MTSU 87
Se mifinals·
Saturday
HSU vs EIU 5 p.m.
SEHO vs MTSU
7 p.m.
FinalsSunday
I :30 p.m. on ESPN

As many students can attest to in
their own classes, se"·eral of Murray
State's professors decided to throw
every single test, paper and speech
they posibly could into this week.
Did I mention the Journalism and
Mass Comm unication Department special project with "The Lexington Herald-Leader" met this week as well?
Since I also didn't
have time to write Sports Talk
the w restling column for the web site
th is week, I'm going
to combine the two.
Many people think
I'm a
wrestling
freak, but wh at I
really admire is
their cross of charisj ASON
ma and athletic abil-

BY JASON BIWNGSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

Tuesday night was the last
home game at the Regional Special Events Center for the six
Racer seniors, and they went out
with a bang.
Aubrey Reese of Auburn, Ala.,
Isaac Spencer and Rod Murray'
of Birmingham, Ala., Mike
Turner of Nashville, Tenn., Marlon Towns of Memphis, Tenn.
and Aaron Page of Austin, Texas
led the Racers (22-8, 14-4 OVC)
as they domina ted the streaky
Ten nessee State Tigers (7-22, 612 OVC) 83-58 in the first round
of the Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament.
Reese said the Racers' goal for
this season was to win the OVC
Tournament and advance in the
NCAA Tournament. He also
said the seniors realize everything is on the line now.
"The team, especially the
seniors, realize that if we lose,
we go home," Reese said .
"We're all playing with that
sense of urgency right now."
The Racers used aggressive
defense to hold the Tigers to 22
percent from three-point range,
including a 0-8 shooting performance from three-point range in
the first half. The Racers also
forced 22 TSU turnovers, including 13 Racer steals.
"We played one of our fine:-t
games of the year tonight," Racer
Head Coach Tevester Andersc>n
said. "Tennessee State is a very
talented basketball team. They
have some dangerous outside
shooters. I thought our defense
was about the best we've played.
"We had the same kind of
defensive intensity tonight that
we did against SEMO in the St'Cond half there," he said. "Our
defense played as well as we
could possibly play. That wasn't
our "three-defense" tonight. We
only use it when necessary if we

BILLINGSLEY

ity. So what if one
of my sports heroes
is Bret "The Hitman'' Hart? 1 also
have sports heroes
like Ozzie Smith,
Joe Montana a n d
Mark
McGwire.
Many people have
sports heroes from
not-so famous players like Rudy Ruet·
tiger from Notre
Dame,
made
famous from the
motion
picture
named in his honor.

Laura Deaton!The New'>

Isaac Spencer. senior from Montgomery, Ala., d rives past his defender during the Racers' 83-58 victory Tuesday in the fi rst round of the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament.
neea a stop on detense. Anytime
we think they're hurting us in our
man, then we go to the three
(defense)."
The Racers were led by Reese,
who had 24 points, seven
rebounds, four assists and three
steals.
Ray Cunningham, junior from
Louisville, contributed 22 points
and seven rebounds and Spencer
added 14 points and seven
rebounds.
Reese also praised Tennessee
State's dangerous outside attack
and said Tuesday's performance

was what the Racers needed.
"We wanted to come out and
put a lot of pressure on them and
kt.•ep them from shooting the
three well," Reese said. "This is
the type of game we've been looking for. This is the type of game
we knew we could play, it just
took us some time to put it
together."
The Racer class of 2000 goes
into Nashville with a 6-0 record in
Gaylord Entertainment Center,
the best of any team in this year's
field.
The Racers, however, down-

playt:d the importance of that
after the game.
" We' re used to the court,
atmosphere, lights, rim, but it
doesn't really matter if we don't
come out ready to play," Cunningham said.
TI1c Racers will play Eastern
Ulinois on Saturday at 5 p.m. The
men's final is at 1:30 p .m. Sunday
and will be televised live on
ESPN.
For more information on this
weekend 's OVC Tournament
activities, read the Sports Briefly
section on Page 13.

~Lady Racers recover against Lady Colonels
• Murray State 67
EKU 61
RECORDS: MuRRAY
STATE 14-14 ( 1,1·7

OVC}, EASTERN
KENTUCKY

I 3·15

(10..8 ovq
KEY PLAYERS:
MONIKA GADSON·
22 POINTS, I 2
REBOUNDS, HEATHER
BATES. 21 POINTS,
.. SIX ASSISTS.

..

1st Round
#I TTU 68
#8 EIU 48
#4 MSU 67
#5 EKU 61
#3 UT-Martin 60
#6 APSU 90
#2 t:1TSU 76
#7 SEHO 57
SemifinalsSaturday
TTU vs. MSU
I I a.m.
APSU vs. HTSU
I p.m.
FanalsSunday
5 p.m. on fox
Sports South

BY JOE DAN DACUS
AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Lady Racers snapped a threegame losing streak by defeating Eastern
Kentucky in the first round of the OVC
Tournament, 67-61.
With this win, the Lady Racers found
redemption for the team's poor performances against Morehead, MlSU and
Tennessee Tech.
The Lady Racers came into the game
ranked fourth in the conference after the
losing streak that closed out their regular season .
"We just had to put the past behind us
and show up to play," Lady Racer Head
Coach Eddie Fields said.
The game started out badly for the
Lady Racers when Susan Tackett,
sophomore forward from Bidwell, Ohio;
Liz Stansberry, junior forward from
Bargersville, Ind.; and Eniko Vcrebes,
sophomore guard from Budapest, Hungary all drew early fouls before the first
points were on the board.
EKU then went on to control the
scoreboard with a score of 6-2 going into
the first media timeout.
After the timeout, Heather Bates,
senior guard from Connersville, lnd.,
led the Lady Racers to the lead by making two jumpers and two free throws.
Junior center Monika Gadson from
Birmingham, Ala. also added a lay up
and Verebes added a three-pointer to
give the Lady Racers a 13-6 lead.
"We knew that to beat them we would
have to get on top early and play hard,"
Bates said.
Susan Hatcher rallied the Eastern
squad, narrowing MSU's lead to four,
26-22, before the Lady Racers blew the

game back open, going into the locker
room with a 34-25 lead.
The second half was aU Murray State.
As the Lady Racers, led by Preston,
Bates and Gadson, pulled away 50-34
with 14:38 remaining in the game, EKU
called a timeout to try to regroup.
" I knew at that point the girls needed
to calm down and get back to the p lan,"
Lady Colonels Head Coach Larry Joe
Inman said.
led by Mikki Bond and Candice FinIcy, EKU managed to close the gap to
nine and Fields was forced to call a timeout with 8:32 remaining. The Lady
Colonels continued to roll under the
lead of Bond and the support of Hatcher. EKU eventuaUy narrowed the Lady
Racer' lead to three before a media timeout was called.
With 1:21 left in the game, free throw
shooting became critical. Tackett and
Gadson both hit two and Preston sank
four to propel MSU to its tournament
victory, 67-61.
The Lady Racers shot 48 percent from
the field, including 67 percent from
thrt.-c-pomt range.
MSU also hit 68 percent of its free
throws Gadson led the Lady Racers
with 22 points and 12 rebounds.
Bates added 21 points and five steals.
Tackett assisted with 11 points.
The Lady Racers will tr.wel to
Nashville, Tenn., to play in the semifinal
round of the OVC Tournament against
the No. 1 ranked team in the conference,
Tennessee Tech, on Saturday at 11 a.m.
L.1ura Deaton/The News
If the Lady Racers win, they will face
Shannon
Preston,
sophomore
from
Memphis,
Tenn., puts
either Middle Tcnn~see or Austin Peay
Lad)'
Racers'
67-61
\'ictory
in the
up
a
j
ump
shot
in
the
in the champioru.hip game Sunday at 5
first round of the O hio Valley Conference Tournament.
p .m. on Fox Sports South.

c. I'M NOT SAY·
lNG WRESTLERS
ARE THE
GREATEST ATHLETES IN THE
WORLD,

I JUST

THINK THEY
SHOULD GET
SOME MO RE
RESPECT FROM
THE GENERAL
PUBLIC."

I have just as much respect for Jeff
Hardy doing a senton bomb from the
top of the rin g entrance at Madison
Square Garden onto one of the "Dudley
Boyz" through a table as I have for
Pavel Sure or jaromir jagr streaking
down the ice faster than any human
alive on a breakaway for an eventual
goal.
Many successful wrestlers, such as
''The Rock", "Chris Jericho", Goldberg
and others have also had successful
careers in the fou r major sports before
beComing wrestlers.
The problem most people have for
accepting wrestling as "sports entertainment" is non-fans have visions of
Hulk Hogan and Andre The Giant
punch ing and dropping legs on each
other.
My solution for those people is simple, sit them down and have them
watch a Mick Foley highlight
marathon, including two "Hell in a
Cell" matches vs. "The Undertaker"
and "HH H" and try to tell me Foley is
not one of the toughest athletes in the
world.
Watch the undercard matches in the
World Wrestling Federation or almost
any match of Extreme Championship
Wrestling and tell me those guys are
not athletes.
I'm not saying wrestlers are the
greatest athletes in the world, I just
think they should get some more
respect from the general public. They
have their problems with image in the
media and drug abuse just like the regular sports d o.
Professional wrestlers have no off
season. They are "sports entertainers"
for 365 days a year. Whether it's
December or July, you can see professional wrestlers performing for their
love of the business and for the fans.
Also, I enjoy women's wrestling
matches when they are more than a
bunch of slapping contests in skimpy
clothes. "Chyna" and "Ivory" from the
WWF and "Jazz" and "Francine" from
ECW can put on some entertaining,
athletic women's w restling matches.
5o next time you hear something
about wrestling, learn more about it
before you trash it.
If you liked what you have read and
want to read more columns on subjects
not as often d iscussed in "The News"
then check out "The M urray State
News O nline" columns.
Go to www.thenews.org/online.htm
Monday through Friday for racing,
p olitical, w restling, and sa tirical
columns every week writter by "The
News" staff and contributing writers.
fa:;on Billirrgsley is th£' sports t•ditor for
"The Murray Slate News.''
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TIAA-CREF's low expenses
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fall to SIU 26-10 at Reagan Field
BY JASON 8 tUINGSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

In recent years at Reagan Field, the
Murray State Thoroughbreds have had
some bad games against the Southern
Illinois Salukis. Wednesday was no
exception.
The 'Breds (1-9) gave up 14 walks, 16
hits, four home runs (including two
grand slams) and, committed four
errors in the Salukis (6-2) 26-10 victory
Wednesday afternoon.
The 'Breds lost to SIU at home in
1998 and 1999 by double digit totals.
Even though the 'Breds have struggled against SIU at home, they defeated the Salukis 9-3 last year at Carbondale.
Brendon Fort threw five innings, giving up four runs and six hits, to earn
the win for the Salukis, while Shawn
Tomes, sophomore from Clarksville,
Tenn., was credited with the loss.
SIU did most of the damage in the
top of the third and ninth innings. The
Salukis brought 17 batters to the plate
in the third inning, scoring 12 runs,
only four earned, on four hits, seven

walks, one hit batsman and two errors.
In the ninth inning, the Salukis
scored seven runs on three hits, two
walks and one error.
'Breds Head Coach Mike Thieke said
Wednesday's game was typical of a
non-conference, mid-week game,
which always has an opportunity for
higher scores because many younger
players receive playing time they may
not get on the weekend.
Thieke said the 'Breds young pitching is a significant challenge for the
team this year.
"Every guy we threw today instead
of Closser doesn't have much experience," Thieke said. "(Scott) Greene is
just a sophomore, but didn't pitch
much last year or this year yet.
"We've had problems aU around trying to throw strikes," he said. "You
can't be successful when you give up
the number of walks we did today."
Thieke said the only thing the 'Breds
are lacking is consistency.
''At some points of the season we've
got good pitching, but didn't have the
fielding," he said. "Other times we

would field, but not hit. That's an unexperienced dub. We're having trouble
putting all three aspects of the game
together at the same time.
Even though we got beat by 16 runs
today, we had some positive things
from a coach's perspective on our hitting."
The 'Breds will continue their homestand this weekend with a three-game
series against Indiana University.
Preston Weatherly, junior third baseman from Murray, said the Hoosiers
will present a tough challenge.
"We've been struggling, but things
are coming around for us," Weatherly
said. "U we don't play well, we could
get beat as bad as we got beat
(Wednesday). We've got to get
focused, use our day off (Thursday) to
get some rest, have a good practice
(today) and get mentally prepared and
ready to go to work."
Saturday will be the doubleheader of
the series against the Hoosiers, starting
at noon. Sunday will be the finale of
the three-game series at 1 p.m.

Ryan Brooks/The News •

Scott Greene, sophomore from louisville, prepares to t hrow ·
a pitch in the ' Breds 26-1 0 loss versus SIU Wednesday at
Reagan Field. Tbe ' Breds play Indiana this weekend.
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Rifle team qualifies for NCAA Championships in air rifle
from Kingston, Wash., Emily sible 1200.
Schefold,
junior from Erlanger
Hem also qualified with a
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
J.T.
Hem,
sophomore
from
and
score
of 1150.
The Murray State Rifle Team
Carrier
Mills,
01.
The
MSU team has had several
qualified for the NCAA Champi"I
feel
that
we
didn't
shoot
to
national
champion teams in its
onships to be held March 9 to 11
the best of our ability," Schefold history, winning in 1978, 1985
in Lexington, Va.
The rifle team qualified to said. "I think when we get to the and 1987.
The team has championship
compete as a team in the air-rifle championship we will do a lot
experience in Hastings, who
division after placing sixth in the better."
In the smallbore competition, won the • individual air rifle
qualifying competition with a
MSU failed to qualify as a team, championship in 1997.
score of 1531.
The air-rifle team consists of but Hastings qualified to shoot
"I think that the team will
Martin Wheeldon, senior from in the individual tournament shoot our best at the champiEubank, Marra Hastings, senior with a score of 1154 out of a pos- onship," Hern said. "We usually
BY J OE DAN DACUS

do better when the stress is
greater."
This is not the first time the
team has faced the other top
teams in the NCAA Championship field.
The Racers have faced Xavier
and Alaska-Fairbanks this year,
finishing second behind Alaska
Fairbanks at the Roger Withrow
Invitational on Jan. 29 and30 and
defeating Xavier at the inaugural
Ohio Valley Conference/Midwest America Rifle Conference

Championship on Dec. 4.
This may give the team the
advantage it needs to win the
tournament and add another
championship to the three
already in MSU's possession.
However, the team and individual qualifiers wiU have to
compete over a period of days
rather than just a one-doy match.
The individual air rifle competition will take place March 10,
while the team competition will
start March 11. The Virginia Mil-

itary Institute is hosting the
championships.
"I feel that we have a strong
chance to win the championship,'' Shefold said. "We've
beaten some of the teams before ·
and we can do it again."
The team with the highest
aggregate score of the smallbore
.1nd air rifle will be the national
team champion, while the individuals with the highest scores in
smallbore and air rifle will be the
national individual champions.

Bowersox leads MSU tra~k teams at OVC Championships
BY TIM A LSOBROOKS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

David Bowersox, sophomore
from Owensboro, won the Ohio
Valley Conference pole vault
title with a 14-foot jump at
MTSU on Feb. 28.
Bowersox vaulted a full six
inches higher than the nearest
competitor and scored 10 points
for the Racers.
"It felt pretty special," Bowersox said. "All the guys sort of

had bad days. I guess I just had
a better bad day."
The Racers placed fifth in the
men's championships with 63
total points.
Host MfSU won the championship with 148 total points.
Eastern illinois followed with
145 points, SEMO with 68.5, and
Eastern Kentucky with 68.
Tennessee State, UT-Martin
and Morehead finished sixth
through eighth respectively.

"As a team we did rather
well," Bowersox said. "We set at
least five new personal records,
and scored about ten points better than we had predicted.
Also scoring points for the
men were Kenny Shields, senior
from Highland, Kan., who
placed second in the 400-meter
dash with a time of 46.93, and
Brian Palmer, senior from Benton, who had a 4:13.36 in the
mile run, giving him second

place.
The women finished with 12
poinlc; and ninth place. SEMO
won the championship with a
total of 103 points.
Scoring points for the women
were sophomore Notalie Chandler from Barbados, who placed
fifth in the high jump with a
jump of five feet, 3.75 inches.
Adriano Mayes, junior from
Southfield, Mich., and Lindsay
Newlin,
sophomore
from

always room from improvement, and the outdoor meets
will help us all improve our
techniques," Chandler said.
The team will have to compete
with the elements of weather
now, which has not been a factor
at the indoor meets.
Said Bowersox: "In pole vaulting, you have to take into consideration the strength of the ,
wind, plus at the outdoor meets .
temperature is also a factor."

Georgetown, Mo., also scored
points for the Lady Racers.
"Our tearn did pretty well,"
Chandler said. "We pulled
together as a unit to achieve our
goals."
MSU track and field now
begins to prepare for the outdoor season, which begins
March 18 at the annual MSU
Twilight Invitational.
"l didn't do as well as I could
have at the indoors, but there is
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L

drove,., nu o::•pcncrl<:t• we w1ll cr.11n full
••>mpan~ hl'nrlil•, t'Xt·cllcnl humc IIIII<',
II"'"' milt•,. C.oll "' to<tl.ty "I ROO ~·IH
C\OA2 ~-xl ' Hll~/ li011·'.17·1 42<il: iltli!-R77·
lJ.}\Ii.
DRIVER~. \Vann;o ·II·A·Truli<er? Gel p:ltJ
Wt!t:kly whilt: ¥OU trJin, ~.orn S!IOO n1
mnn: per W~l'k+j~~c-:Jl lll·ndoL'<, '""II>Jn)
p;ood rr.unon11, JOh f'l',ody '" I~ clay~. <1111
u.s 10 II" tn wmk! I!00-99S-51i32, Exr'J
tlrl\'e"' t':lll.fO~l\~

11RI\'fR'i, Home nlOSI wo:eh'fld,, "'II"

ORI\'I'R'.

nn In Elown, paid lor .all nulc.'S, l.trp p:l}'.
rt;ofcty bonus, n<kf pro !l(r:llll, t'l!WIIc:nt
htmt:lk<, :l!l'\ll(netl con'. Call Hom:rd)'
800-44l-4l71, t'Xl ET·I}~.

With sllk.'S, btc 01<11.lcl ~Un\l.'nlr<>n;lls J
~·.-:rr~ <'XpCrtenn:. :;un .34<"· ~ 01 mile+
h<:milt,. Ctll 110().4 !14-<iHR

llRI\ fRJ I NIX() t~rm up l<> :>3'\,tlfl() rhc
llrst yc;or T111llnn r..-!ml><•~nt:nr J\ .oil·
~hie. hpcrknn"<l Jmt•n. c;orn .,liOIJ a
Wl'<"k. l 'SA frt1tk Al~l·l.17- <.-il.

11111\'l.R • O>onp.ony thiH·r~ .ond nwn.:r
<>fl<:r.lh>r-- C;oll l•ltl.ty .ond '"k .d~>ul our
J(f't..'~IC IIC\\ ounpt·n . . auon ~•nd hunus
p.u·k;lj(<'' • lloyd Krn,. ll(~t·"i4;l·HIJ23
100'., ,all HIK>-<>.H •I .\71.1 H>l!.

Rl\tiiONAI. Start up h> .i4 t•pm/ 111 t·pm
~l)lnlnR

honu., lftonlt' w~:ckt•nds 2';<Xl
m11t-.. wt·<'kly. M<"-liml, dt:mal, o\0111:
Com cnuunals. o~~ pcrlomun~e lx>nu.'
l.md\lar a;:~nt · Mllll-R.!X-Hj~

OWM'R OI'FRATOI!~-<io:r ro::ll moll'..tll<'
p:o~' llllt u nulc, pratll< al milt!.'< loatlt·J
:mel Clllpl)' '11ul'~ ~t k~••l H;l~ for hnu..,.,.
hnlt.lg..-~Jd.,! No Nnnhea.o.t , NYC or lltna·

OVt'f

the rt~d, ~~ IIIJlt.,. FLu

LOC.Al 1!'-TER ... fiT ACI,FS'
::.16 9'i
month, l'in.l Munlh 1'1'1.'1! (lid I .S.><Uh 'M..'t
vkr: AI'COll Hu>U<'tl h) \\.'tndtl'Slcr
.' iun. G31."~ hllt'I'Ot:l C'.1ll l!.'l!-1 2111·(1221,
OllcT Code GI.{H(i(,.1tMII·CMJiiO

I

TRAVEL

"I ~PiliN(iHRI'AI-.\'ACATIOI\-.! C;an,un,
JanMtt'J, liah.orn:t'. & 11omb 1\c.'l prh ,.,.
~ottt~ar~tnlccd!!' Free.: p.trttt•<oi ~ ~.-·over
dwrge.l Sp:t<'c 1> lnnllc<li lic•oh. 11 uowl
All major rn:<.lil ··unl' acn·ptl.'dt 1-llOil

234 ·70()7

cntJI.:s."UilllliCI'IIIIII'>.tlllll

•I PA~AMACITYV:\C,\ liONS' l'!lfl\'
lk-Jdtfrom @ ll1c 1\oaruwal~ , ~un11nit
Condn'< ol< Marl. II """' I 11111~ 1',111tc.-.!
\l.'alk lfl the l>t.-M l"orsl Al,.llult.' lkM
Pru..-• All on:l~>r t n.:dol c::mb .ll'tt•plt'<l! I·
H00-234-7rXl7
w-.·w .cntlk""'">""'''·''
COUt:" l'lHll

pr ng

I.AKF. RAJ«i,\IN. 3 A<.'ft'
"ill> hout ~lip Sl4.901J. lk:lutJiully wo>Ut:d, hl'll'tUnJiar "'~""'·'· with a~t.""-' t11
•·f'Yl'l.ol de.or ontn lako:• next tn IH hnl<•
j(l~t """""' pa•~"tl m.od.•. utthltt..,., :.<>ol<
le:\lt:d l•>W, low lonandn)l C:lll L\t\ H!J().
70·1·31'>-l , •• 1 11041
'reN'I ~fTN GI'TA\\'AY. l"i()(r STREA.\i
11 .lv$19,'J(l(l, 1'1 lome nllcrt:J! All
W<K ... i<:J & -.:enit. p:trk·ltkt• ....1'\::cm 111..ullln~ll..- ~..-l.ow;ty! On!~· nnt:! F.J'Y finan<:·
ln11. C oli TN Timllc:rhnc nnw HlMHil.P.
9')M, t:Xl. IIIJjl.

TN CAHIN RHTII~T ~ AC-$49.900IIrt'.llhtakln~ unn view"! ltlo:ally luca1o:d
hc·IW.:<:n ~~Wit: pMk,. llunt, lhh, kttyak ,
,·.ouo~, hike nt·arhy A xpr>nM11Jn·~ par·
~di,..,! (On.•at hnJndnj( C:tll TN Timlkr·
lint: now 11011-111~·99(>'>, ext 119111.

<iHT ,\IARRII'l), Sn11>ky \fountain.,, ~I'C'.L'
lllf.J.'I heauloful dupd,, orc.lainl."ll monL.,..
tt'r;, t'omplrle arranj!..-mt·nls. h<>ncy·
'CJI<l!lnL!<Imlly 9j]!p•, hre:srht:tku1!(
\liL..:Idins; :11C~njl<'ll1L'fll" ll()().f!93··7 274 .
V~c.uion
lodgonl(,
ROO·M4·~HI1 ~
~t!IHk)mlnnlJII ulO'lllluiVnllnm•,lw .hlml •

""'w:-

A BEAll111'l ' l. CANI>I.F.LITE, OIU.f~,~:
toner.! Wt'ddlng Uupcl nv~rlookon!l•
mer, Smuk> Mnunr:nn.•. TN. H<N-'
tlr.twn <':lfriJj!c, qohon.•. j:tllll2l, <Wcl:ronc:d'
mlnl"c:"', nu l<.!l<l' H.-Jnland 11()().+4>;-•
M97
r\'0"'';..1.
hup:/lwv.w.tocan-:
IJntlWt:tldtOI(.l'Oill
•
A GA ll.INIIIJR<, \\ t.l IIIING1 C.:.tn<fido!
C:hapd,
ProtL"''h>nJI
v•d~-thfphu-:
'"l(r:oplo., ••~<l.uolc.'tl 111tnbtcr,, Tcn""""'"'
Mount.oon l><lll<.'Yil><><>n Cahln.•. No hlo><ll.l'
tnL•, No "'·"''"II' ll.ond' ut GniJ Wc:<J..
tloo!ll l.lt<llle:l, litX~<l~l·71l"i. www hunt!·:
NOIJ,told nun
;
ltOMANTtC CANI>LI:-:I.ITE Wf.I)I)IJIOGS,•
Ortlalnt•ti·LKcn~t"tl 1\.llno.-rt:rs, de).t:trtt
tln1>0':lll'tl lull "'1'\'l<t• dufl<:l l'hnt<l',
vltlc:n<, "'d1ulcd luont:ylll<Klll t:ohlri,.
Siuy Ill"'' ' nl~ltt~·lnunh 1'1'1.-..·, G.ulonhurg. :
rN HW·II.H·7 tl>t . Sugarl;oncl Wo:ddlnW.'
Ojunu nun
:

:-;;-;-C.~l~;;,~-A-rtid-;;;.-;i1
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:

<]enmtcr ')<.~>~es. 759·8787
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• TranServe Automatic
Transmission Service
• Flush & Fill Machine
• Complete Fluid Change
• Cooling System SeiVlce
• Bells & Hoses

•

4 :30-Sp .m .
(270) 443·3339
(270) 753·6361

TF.NNE!.•'-'1::~

INTERNET

~

F~n, Pas1~u;'s~~~ ~~~~~~go

Sarvlc ea :
Sunday 11 : 00 A . M .
Wad. 7:00 P .M.

clllvc·r, nn'lk•J.

..,ur Trun,[l<>rl, Inc. i., hiring ~·,pr•owntctl

l\lletropolltan Cornrnunlty Church

~~cASH

H . l~;~vc I yc:ar

OTR exfll.-rtl.'tK~· :ono CDI. H;ll.\lal Pin~>
wd.:onlc Pa.'<do:rll Trud; Un~-,.. lO<.lllJO.

I>RI\FRS AND OWNFR OPERATORS
n<"<-"<kil v.ith llJtl>ccJ eXfl<:rlcnn: I<> run
lht• ~>ulht~ost. Henne wc-..·keo'KL<, lcnnmal
pay, )lrc;u hcnc-hl JY.I< k 3J:e. Call \X'd hum
To3n.~lll OOU-14!1Hl'IS2, t:XL SC02

START YOl R 0\llN RI JSINf''>' 'M..'l v.>ur
nwn ,..._•heolult• Control )OIIr ~>wn
tn(nme ~II lnHn )'"I" hnmc, :st worl.,
1hnough fun<lm•"<fl<. llc .m \Von Rt:p...,.
!<COUIJVL' (~oil ~~).12-~IISj.

OPERATOR & LAIIOREk.'i . Expertt'fl(t.-d
ca,., O:!t-khoc.-. Apply :II 127 ~ Olcl Fc:m
\':~lley Road. Loui"lllc: F.f.O F.mr>fnycr

tAcs lur OV.'l\er-u~rJtOrl\l"tt:HlfNir'.llY 'om ..

da . ,.,., ""'-''""" ~11.-1 t>c:

URIVfK·IIOMil EVERY WEfKE;'ill. Nn
NYC. l.c.~>oe (IUrdu-.e•Ot."'-'o{>\Oo'fl :1 1rud:
on 24 montl~'· l'ald II(.'C\Iunt:lnl hl 1.!

507 S. 12th St.- Next to Log Cabin Restaurant

Professional lubrication and T.L.C.
for your car, truck, motor home.

reak

av1ngs

•NAP·u~A==service Specia

........ ,

affect driving

the worldfs crude oil
reserves. The Of$8Nzati0n
.tt1eet1 twice a year to usess
C)eftt of

the Oil marlcet and dedde
how to maintain ita stability.
Lait year, OPEC members
4edded to decrease p!Oduction of crude oil, a main

~tIn gasolihe, by 7.5
~t because gas prices.
were dropping and showed
no sign of leveling off. The
decrease in supply would
cleman4 and .bfin&

mere.

price~ up.

But IOC!al drivers have

found last year's

ac:t;iQn$

w

APPE'ALSc ·Miscommunication between
, ... .... 1
tion and said &he moved quiddy
to provide the p~ informa-

aon.

"We can have mesa-ups, but I
M11 fix it u soon as I hear about
~- Southerland said. •Not onlY
410 the ltwlentl have an trdenet
jll the appeal&, but facUlty staff do, eoo."

Students, faculty llld staff . .
242 parking tldtef ~ ~
the SGA posted
Students were Wi:al about the
slow handJiDa cil .,_., SGA
Plwi4en.t 8raMon IG:rlcham S1kt
He saf4 about 10 slqdealt pel'IONily CDRpiaiMd to
the tlcket8 lhDwins up - their
recorda c1llplle a. appeals.

the..-

him.._

GOLF CARTS

• Electric & Gas Carts
• Farm & Gar- use
• Service all brands

759~850

t11l ... laJftel..,_, _. ..,

...,..

3475 ..., 6:41 SciUih

I

I

•

